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IN MATTERS OF TRUST...
O u r Trust d e p artm e n t offers all trust services. Executor a n d a d m in istra to r
o f personal estates, trustee u nder w ills or a s trustee o f liv in g trusts
a n d life insurance trusts. Investm ent m a n a g e m e n t, cu sto d ia n accounts . . .
in fact, a n y th in g under the h e a d in g o f estates a n d trusts.
W e w ill be g la d to discuss y o u r estate p la n n in g needs w ith you at a n y
time.
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The Sun Life of Canada, one of the world’s great life
insurance companies, offers men of ambition and integrity an
outstanding professional career in its expanding field
forces. If you are interested in a career with unlimited
opportunities, then Sun Life has the answer.
• E x p e rt C o n t in u o u s T r a in in g
• E xce lle n t In c o m e O p p o r t u n it y

• G e n e r o u s W e lf a r e B e n e fits

For full information about a Sun Life sales career,
write to W. G. ATTRIDGE, Director of Agencies,
Sun Life of Canada, Montreal.

SUN L I F E A S S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y OF C A N A D A
COAST TO COAST IN THE UNITED STATES

F el l ow W ork e rs a n d F rie n d s

Reco g n iz e,
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HEN Thomas G. Mangan '16 retired as Manager of the Otis Division of
the International Paper Company, Livermore Falls, in 1958, his friends and
associates in the Company, including a great many workers at the Livermore Falls
mill, raised and gave to the University of Maine, in his name, a generous scholar
ship fund.

This fund not only attests to the high affection in which Mr. Mangan was
held by his friends and employees, but also serves as an expression of appreciation
for the many acts of civic-service and kindness this fine Maine alumnus has per
formed for the citizens of the towns of Livermore Falls and Jay. The donors of
the fund further wish to pay tribute to Mr. Mangan for his outstanding and
generous service to the University.

The Thomas G. Mangan Scholarship Fund of $4,200 seeks to aid freshman
students at the University who are graduates of Jay or Livermore Falls High
Schools and who need and merit financial aid. Preference in awarding the schol
arships annually is given to students in the fields of engineering or science. In
cases where freshmen do not qualify for the awards, they may be given to upper
classmen at the University who are graduates of the two high schools named.

Through this splendid fund, the friends and associates of Thomas G. Mangan
have expressed their affection and esteem for him, have recognized his service
to his community and education, and have made possible college educations for
worthy young people in their area.
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E d itStencil
A bright young face, on our cover for this December issue, personifies
a youthful spirit on the campus. This freshman was well qualified to enter
here and was accepted. Many young ladies in particular were not so fortu
nate this year— and were not accepted here, although qualified to enter,
because there is too little space for all who wish to come.
Admission of freshmen is now a changed affair. Once it may have
been that almost any person desiring to attend Maine was allowed to enter,
because surely we needed students to build a great university. If the
early students did not require the services of such a place as Maine, surely
the University would not have been born. Later it was more difficult to
enter, as experience taught admission officers that some children lacking
proper qualifications would fail, if permitted to enter. But even at that
later date a qualified student could enter without restriction. Only in recent
years has it become necessary to choose among those applying for admis
sion and to select some of the ones qualified from the whole number. In
other words this third and current situation is one where Maine must
accept the better qualified students who seek admission. This means that
some bright young people who could benefit from years spent at Maine
must seek elsewhere for their education. It may only be that one has
applied too late, and there is no space in dormitories where that one may
live, but a selection is made of only a part of those who wish to be here.
The answer is to grow at the University of Maine, to increase the size of
the physical plant, to add to the faculty well qualified teachers and research
scholars, to make your University a greater educational institution. This
is being done.
Every student who spends one fall semester at the University of
Maine becomes a member of the alumni body. If that person remains
four years instead of one semester it does not alter the relationship.
Experience cannot be erased. When one enters here he takes up a status
he will never forget. He was for a part of his life a part of the University.
The experience entered upon remains for all of his lifetime. There have
been over 30,000 alumni in Maine’s history. Almost 1,000 more of these
younger members in the family of Maine join you each year. Cultivate
them. Seek them out and help them! Share with them the pride you have
in common with them, remembering what experiences you lived while
at Maine and remembering what contributions were made for your sake,
and remembering the help you received from Maine. It is an earnest
matter that you feel allied to your University, its welfare, to its younger
members and their welfare, to the alumni just “born” as freshmen this
year. Your success and happiness links them to you and you to them.
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Pictured on the cover this month is Susan Thurlow ’64 of Phillips,
Maine. In the photo above, she is shown on the steps of Carnegie Hall
(the old library) where she posed for the cover photo.
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N o Population Explosion . . .
M aine has been u n sp oiled and un tou ch ed by
extrem e u rbanization , and has abundant
room in w hich to live, play and work.
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A G row th Investm ent. . .
As on e o f the few places in the East with
R eal Estate available to fit m odest budgets,
M aine offers u nlim ited opportunity to those
who wish to buy with an eye on the future.

These Brokers .

Will help you find the place that suits your needs. Consult them when you are interested in the purchase or sale
of vacation, residential, business, or investment properties.
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T E L . NO.

1

R O L A N D L. G U IT E , R e a lto r

10 5 H ig h St., Ellsw orth, M e .

No. 7-8 2 2 1

1

F. C . L Y N A M A N D C O ., R e a lto rs
D a v id R. H a r d in g '4 3
D o n a ld E. H o b b e s '4 9

1 0 3 M a in St., B a r H a rb o r, M e.
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3

R IC H A R D S. B R A D F O R D '3 0 , R e a lto r

2 M ill St., O ro n o , M e.

O r o n o 6 -2 6 2 5

3

TH E G O L D S M IT H A G E N C Y , J O H N P. R U SSE LL '5 7

6 M ill St., O ro n o , M e.

O ro n o 6 -3 5 5 0

Summer Session To Expand

will step up its Summer
Session program from six to nine weeks
next year, President Lloyd H. Elliott
announced recently.
The new longer session will enable teach
ers and regular college students to accelerate
their academic work, he said.
A second innovation will be the establish
ment of a nine-week Summer Session at the
University of Maine in Portland. For the
past two summers the University has oper
ated a three-week program primarily for
teachers at UMP. Beginning next summer,
courses similar to those currently being of
fered to freshmen and sophomores at Port
land will be added to the UMP Summer
Session program for the last six weeks.
The Summer Session programs at both
the Orono and Portland campuses will begin
June 19 and end August 18.
University officials believe the new nineweek summer programs will prove beneficial
not only to off-campus students who are
taking work toward undergraduate or grad
uate degrees but also to regular college stu
dents who wish to shorten the time required
to earn their degrees. Some courses will run
for only three weeks while others will ex
tend over a period of six weeks. Many
schools have already expanded their summer
session into a third semester or have let
the summer session become a quarter of
the academic year if the September to June
period is divided into three equal quarters.
This is only a possibility for the future at
Maine.
“As the manpower requirements of the
country move higher and higher,” President
Elliott said, “it behooves us to adjust our
four-year undergraduate curriculum so as
to take better advantage of summer period
for study. If some students are able to
reach graduate and professional levels of
study a little sooner by summer work, we
should encourage them,” he declared.
“We can no longer defend the closing
down of our educational plants for a threemonths dormant period,” he said. “Maine is
an ideal place for serious summer study and
I believe we have a responsibility to do all
we can to meet the educational needs of the
state and the nation. Experience elsewhere
has already demonstrated that many stu
dents are interested in speeding up their
undergraduate programs.”
The current “residence” requirement for
the graduate student who is working for a
master’s degree with a major in education
has been amended so that two three-week
sessions, at either the Orono or Portland
he
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campus, may be used to satisfy six of the
required 18 hours of residence work.
Dr. Mark R. Shibles, Dean of the College
of Education and Director of the Summer
Session, said that beginning with the Sum
mer Sessions of 1961, only two six-week
sessions on the Orono campus will be need
ed to meet the “residence requirem ent” for
the graduate student in education, provided
the student is able to secure at least six
hours from courses appropriate to his de
gree in either of the two three-week ses
sions, the various off-campus natural his
tory courses, travel courses, and other simi
lar kinds of work.

Four H igh School Speech
Events Scheduled
The speech department at the University
will sponsor four speech events for secon
dary schools during the current academic
year.
Dr. Wofford G. Gardner, head of the
speech department, said the following activi
ties have been scheduled:
University of Maine Debate Clinic, Fri
day, Nov. 11; University of Maine Oral In
terpretation Clinic, Friday, Jan. 13; Univer
sity of Maine Debate Tournament, Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 17-18; University of
Maine Speech Festival, Saturday, Apr. 22.
Additional services provided by the de
partment include a Diagnostic Speech and
Hearing Clinic for school-age children and
a Children’s Creative Theatre for children
within commuting distance, both of which
are held annually during the Summer Ses
sion; and the Maine Play Service, which is
available from Oct. 1-May 10. The Maine
Play Service provides a lending library
which permits individuals or organizations
to borrow for reading purposes only a single
copy of a wide variety of one-act and threeact plays.

Developm ent Director
Addresses PTA Convention
Donald V. Taverner ’43, Director of De
velopment for the University, addressed the
Maine Congress of Parents and Teachers
State Convention at the Jack Junior High
School, Portland, on October 20.
Mr. Taverner discussed “An Educational
Television Network for Maine and What it
Will Mean to the Teacher and Pupil.”

During his address, Mr. Taverner re
ported on the preliminary results of a sur
vey on educational television for Maine as
conducted by Jack McBride, manager of
KUON-TV, the educational television sta
tion at the University of Nebraska. This
survey was conducted under the sponsorship
of the University of Maine, through a grant
from the Ford Foundation.

N e w Developm ent Council
A ppointed
W. Gordon Robertson, Bangor, President
of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad, has
been elected chairman of the University’s
new Development Council.
The Council has been established by the
trustees of the University to advise the
board of trustees and the President of the
University on a long-range plan of develop
ment. The council will assist the board in
the implementation of the development plan,
when adopted.
Current members of the council, in ad
dition to chairman Robertson are: Merrill
R. Bradford ’39, Bangor; H. King Cum
mings, Newport; George F. Dow ’27, Orono;
University President Lloyd H. Elliott; Uni
versity Board President Raymond H. Fogler
'15, Exeter; Hubert H. Hauck, Portland;
Frank W. Hussey, ’25, Presque Isle; Curtis
M. Hutchins ’29, Bangor; R. M. Millett '19,
Portland; J. Larcom Ober '13, Beverly,
Mass.; Mrs. Leonard A. Pierce, Jr. ’41, Wayland, Mass.; Arthur B. Richardson ’11, New
York; and Harold J. Shaw ' 14, Sanford.
Donald V. Taverner ’43, Director of De
velopment for the University serves as secre
tary for the council.
Provisions were made at the first meeting
of the group in Orono for the operation and
organization of the council. Its membership
will be expanded in the near future.

Foreign Students Study Here
Thirty-five students from foreign countries
are enrolled at the University this semester.
In addition, two men from India are
doing post doctorate research at the Uni
versity.

To Study A t Antarctica
Dr. Harold W. Borns, Jr., Assistant Pro
fessor of Geology at the University, will
spend about 4 months on Antarctica this
winter studying geologic formations be
lieved to have been caused by the partial
melting of the continental ice sheet.
The University faculty member has been
invited to make the trip to the South Polar
region by Dr. Robert L. Nichols, chairman
of the geology dept, of Tufts University,
who has received a grant for the research
work from the National Science Foundation.
Dr. Borns will leave Orono on October
23 and return in February. Flying in a
/
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Military Air Transport plane, he will go
first to Washington, D. C., and then to San
Francisco, Honolulu, Fiji Islands, New
Zealand, and finally to McMurdo Sound,
Antarctica. The entire trip will cover four
days.
Dr. Borns will be a member of a six-man
party which will study “a sequence of de
glaciation” in the “dry valleys” near Mc
Murdo Sound. Scientists believe the ice cap
covering the antarctic is melting in some
areas, causing certain depressed areas of
the continent to rise due to the release of
the ice load. This rise is apparently creat
ing elevated shorelines. These phenomena
will be studied and the findings are expected
to be very informative to geologists as well
as the general U. S. Antarctic Research
Program.
The National Science Foundation is now
spending about five million dollars a year
for the complete program of research in
the antarctic. The U. S. Navy, which takes
care of all transportation, supplies, and
buildings, is spending about 17 million dol
lars a year to handle its program of support
for the scientists.

Professor Devino Authors
M o n o gra p h
A University faculty member is the author
of a monograph recently published by the
Labor and Industrial Relations Center of
Michigan State University.
Dr. William S. Devino, Assistant Professor
of Business and Economics in the School of
Business Administration at the University,
wrote the monograph which is entitled “Ex
haustion of Unemployment Benefits During
a Recession.”
This study, which was financed by the
Ford Foundation, analyzes the characteris
tics and experiences of workers who ex
hausted their unemployment benefits during
the 1957-58 recession.

ETV M eeting Held
Leading executives of educational tele
vision stations and of Maine commercial
stations recently concluded a two-day meet
ing at the University, during which the pre
liminary draft of the survey of the proposed
Maine television network was discussed.
Jack McBride, engaged by the University
to direct the survey, which was made pos
sible through a grant of $20,500 from the
Ford Foundation, prepared the report in
collaboration with Roger Peterson of Jansky
and Bailey, a radio-television engineering
company in Washington, D. C.
Educational television executives brought
to the University for this critique were
Richard B. Hull, Director of Telecommuni
cations and Stations WOSU-AM-FM-TV,
Ohio State University; Dr. John C. Scliwarzwalder, General Manager, Station KTCATV, Minneapolis-St. Paul; Hartford N.
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Gunn, Jr., General Manager, and Michael
Ambrosini, Project Director, Eastern ETV
Network Development, Station WGBH-FMTV, Boston; Keith J. Nighbert, General
Manager, and Charles Tamm, Chief Engi
neer, Station WENH-TV, Durham, N. H.
The Maine Radio and Television Com
pany was represented by E. B. Lyford, Exec
utive Assistant to the President, and Charles
R. Brown, Technical Director, both of Port
land; Roger W. Hodgkins ’34, Vice Presi
dent of Station WGAN; Wallace Edwards,
Chief Engineer, Richard Bronson, General
Manager, and George Gonyar ’50, Program
Manager, all of station WABI-TV, Bangor.
Dr. Parker Johnson, Dean of the Faculty,
Colby College, Frank Stred, Educational
Television Coordinator from Bates College,
and Cabot Easton, Assistant to Vice Presi
dent of Bowdoin College, were also present.
The University was represented by Charles
E. Crossland ’17, Vice President for Admin
istration, Donald V. Taverner ’43, Director
of Development, and Robert K. MacLauchlin, Instructor in Speech and Assistant Di
rector of Publicity for Television.
A national authority on television, John
W. Wentworth ’49, Educational Electronics
Manager for Radio Corporation of Ameri
ca, also participated in the conference.
The final draft of the report will include
the suggestions resulting from the extensive
discussion.

Smith Hall Dedicated At UM P
Dedicated at the University of Maine at
Portland on November 16th, was Payson
Smith Hall, the latest addition to UMP.
Presiding at the ceremonies was UMP Dean
William L. Irvine ’42. Addresses were made
by Raymond H. Fogler ’15; Mrs. Ralph W.
Emerson, Chairman, State Board of Educa
tion; Dr. Payson Smith, Professor Emeritus
of Education; and University President,
Lloyd H. Elliott.
Dr. Payson Smith, one of Maine’s most
distinguished educators, was born in Port
land on February 11, 1873. Educated at
Westbrook Seminary and Tufts College, he
began his teaching career in Maine schools,
later becoming State Superintendent of
Public Schools in Maine, a position com
parable to the present post of Commissioner
of Education.
From 1916-1935, he was State Commis
sioner of Education in Massachusetts, fol
lowing which he served for five years as a
lecturer in the Graduate School of Educa
tion at Harvard University. He then re
turned to Maine as Professor of Education
and later Acting Dean of the School of Edu
cation at the University of Maine.
He was named Professor Emeritus of
Education in 1946.
Payson Smith Hall marks the first major
step in enlarging the facilities of the Port
land campus of the State University.
Some of the outstanding facilities in the
building are a library, a lecture hall seating
about 125, laboratories for chemistry,

physics, the biological sciences and engineer
ing graphics, a modern language laboratory,
and a special room for accounting.
Other features are administrative offices,
the University store, a cafeteria with snack
bar, and a study lounge.
This building will permit the enrollment
of additional students including women
students.

ALUMNI JOB OPPORTUNITIES
The University Placement Bureau has
received a number of job notices for alum
ni during the summer months. Summary
of several of these follow; any alumnus
interested in further information should
contact P. J. Brockway, Placement Director,
104 East Annex, University of Maine. Be
sure to identify the item by code number.
Inquiries from alumni desiring placement
assistance are always welcome.
11-60-1. ACCOUNTING—Portland firm wants
trainee with accounting background to work as
junior for growing public accounting organiza
tion. Salary open.
11-60-2.
BANKING—Commercial bank needs
branch manager trainees with up to five years'
banking experience Salary open. Location south
ern and western Maine.
11-60-3. SALES PROMOTION—Hardwood special
ty manufacturer seeks sales promotion manager
for advertising, product displays, package plan
ning, new product marketing. Central Maine.
Salary open. Sales experience, idea man, wanted.
11-60-4. SALES ANALYST—Same company as
11-60-3 wants man analyze sales records, work
with field salesmen, recommend programs to
management. Experience in sales, customer ser
vice, etc. Salary open.
11-60-5. ACCOUNTING—Same company as 11-60-3
needs understudy for cost accountant. To study
cost system, initiate new methods. Cost experience
desired. Salary open.
11-60-6. AGRICULTURAL SALES—National com
pany wants salesman for northern Maine to handle
agricultural chemicals. Some training in horticul
ture, agronomy, or agri. chemistry desired. Experence not necessary. Salary plus car and ex
penses.
11-60-7. PLANT SUPERINTENDENT—Hardwood
lumber mill in northern Penobscot County wants
plant superintendent for operation, maintenance
of plant and equipment, cost reports, plant man
agement. Engineering background, wood industry
experience helpful, operations experience needed.
Salary around $8,000.
11-60-8. CIVIL ENGINEER—Water control com
pany on major Maine river seeks engineer for de
sign, maintenance, construction of dams, canals,
facilities, also customer contact with water-power
users. Central Maine. Experience not required.
Salary open from $4,800.
11-60-9. BOOKMOBILE—Maine State Library seeks
Bookmobile Librarian for central Maine area.
College graduate man or woman, library training
not required. Serve adults and children. Has
assistant to drive and maintain vehicle.
11-60-10. CREDIT MANAGER—Hospital in north
ern Maine has opening for credit manager. Re
sponsible for all accounts receivable at hospital.
New structure. 79-bed size. Resident Aroostook
preferred, not required. Experience not necessary.
Salary open.
11-60-11. SALESMAN—Well-known national food
company wants Maine salesman for wholesale and
retail grocery accounts. Work out of Portland in
70-mile radius Salary, bonus, and car. Experience
not required; company will train.
11-60-12. MECHANICAL ENGINEER—Experi
enced mechanical engineer, up to 40 years of age
wanted south-central Maine as plant engineer.
Experience with electrical and mechanical industrial facilities desired. Salary about $9,000.

1961-63 Budget Refleas
Crucial Needs

The University’s needs for additional operating funds fall
into three categories:
1. Improvement in faculty salaries—not to meet those in
industry, but rather more nearly to approach the average
salaries now paid in similar public universities.
2. Improvement in other expense categories that continue
to lag behind both inflationary trends and the average of
such expenditures by similar institutions nationally.
3. Funds for teaching additional numbers of students and
for providing improved services for the State.

Part I— Current Services
A Race in Service and Quality
H. G. Wells once wrote that “civilization is a race between
education and catastrophe.” He must have been writing for our
day and time.
The University of Maine is in an educational race; that race
is between excellence and mediocrity. As competition for the
limited supply of highly trained manpower continues, it becomes
increasingly difficult for the University to keep pace. The long
and distinguished history of the University gives ample evidence
of the interest and sacrifice of Maine’s citizens, alumni, and friends
in building a sound educational structure. However, no plateau
is yet within sight; the direction is still upward; the effort must
meet the need.

Stale’s Share in the Operating Budget
The University’s total annual budget is now (1960-61) ap
proximately $10,000,000. Of this amount the State’s appropriation
makes up about 35% of the total, the remainder coming from
student charges, federal government, private and governmental
research grants, gifts, and miscellaneous sources. Of the operat
ing budget of $7,000,000, exclusive of dormitory and auxiliary
services, the State provides approximately 47%. With the State’s
participation at a relatively low level (among the lowest in the
notion) it becomes important to note that the University’s only
source of increased operating funds is the State. Already among
the highest in public university tuition, the University of Maine
has increased its tuition for the fall of 1960 and also its board
and room charges.

Background Information
During the 1930’s the University of Maine was generally in
a more favorable position with regard to operating money from
the State than was the average state university. At the close of
World War II, it was about equal to the average. Between 1946
and 1950, the University’s position deteriorated markedly until
its state support for operations per student became only one-third
that of the national average. This was the time when the Federal
Government, through its support for Veterans’ programs, financed
educational services more normally provided by the State. When
the Veterans Administration payments decreased, state appropria
tions did not increase sufficiently to take up the slack. Much of
this backlog still remains to be filled.
Improvements have been made since 1950 in state support
for operating the University, but money from the State has still
been insufficient to make up the ground lost in prior years.

1961-63 Request for Operating Appropriation
The University of Maine is seeking from the State $2,010,924
more for its operating expenses in 1961-63 than in the period
1959-61. This does not include an additional request for new and
extended programs to be discussed in a later issue of The Maine
Alumnus. More than double this increase would be required to
bring the University’s support up to the average of similar institu
tions.

This part of the total request involves increased biennial State
funds over the present operating year 1960-61 as follows:
Salaries
$1,500,000
Non-Salary
(inflationary)
100,000
Plant Operations
& Maintenance
200,000

Faculty Salaries
The University has no thought of competing with industrial
salaries. But it must at least approach salaries paid in similar uni
versities if it is to maintain quality teaching. In spite of generous
efforts of the last Legislature to improve faculty salaries in the
current biennium, surveys of both the U. S. Office of Education
and the National Education Association reveal that the University
of Maine has actually lost ground from 1958-1960. The President
and Trustees elected to raise tuition (approximately $100 per stu
dent) for 1960-61 to prevent still further loss in our competitive
position.
Significant comparisons are these:

1959-60 Average Faculty Salaries

Full Professors
Total Faculty

All
Five Other
__
Land- N. England
Grants Land-Grants Maine N .H. Vt. Mass. R.I. Conn.
$9960
$9280
$8260 $9251 $9306 $9464 $8692 $9611
7290
7230
6510 7470 7210 7080 7000 7490

While these are the latest firm figures available, preliminary
salary statistics for the five New England Land-Grant Universities
suggest that the University of Maine has lost more ground.
Our experience in recent years in recruiting new staff mem
bers has been both disappointing and frustrating. Promising young
talent can seldom be convinced that the University of Maine is the
best place for them to work if other similar institutions can offer
better academic facilities, greater opportunities for research and
higher salaries. In this competitive market the work of the Uni
versity is under severe handicap.
To strengthen our competitive position, an increase of one
and one-half million is being requested and is desperately needed
in the next biennium.
(

Inflationary Costs, Non-Salary Item s
This biennial increase of $100,000 is minimal. The economy
of the next two years will surely bring increased costs in materials,
supplies, equipment, etc., far in excess of this figure. So great,
however, is the pressure in the salary area that every effort has
been made to curtail requests for increases in other areas.

O peration and M aintenance o f P lant
The biennial increase over 1960-61 expense in this category
is occasioned mainly by the need to reverse the trend at the Uni
versity of insufficient annual building maintenance. Operation of
the New Education Building—authorized by the last Legislature
i
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and now under construction—is also included. Building mainte
nance at this increased figure will still fall short of State standards.

“One of the greatest tragedies in college financ
ing is the failure to understand that deferring
repairs to college buildings means increasing
their costs ultimately. It is estimated that this
cost may increase at approximately 12.5 per
cent per year for older buildings. Long-deferred
maintenance may shortly become an almost
intolerable burden on a college’s budget.”

So reads a statement in a Study of Income and Expenses in Sixty
Colleges throughout the nation—a study recently made by The
Fund for the Advancement of Education.
Service to business through greater research efforts is critically
needed in industry allied with engineering as well as industry allied
with agriculture, such as poultry and forestry. The addition of
the second year of work in Agriculture and Engineering on the
Portland campus will contribute substantially to expanded services
in the southern part of the State.
Educational television, of which much has been written in
recent years, promises to speed up the process of broadening and
strengthening our entire educational system. Its effectiveness, al
ready established in other areas as a result of regular and experi
mental use, should be utilized in Maine without further delay.

Student Costs
The increase in tuition, mentioned earlier, makes it increas
ingly difficult for students with limited financial resources to en
roll at their State University. America’s most effective scholarship
program has been the provision of opportunity for college at
tendance in public institutions at low tuition rates. While our
nation grows richer and the Gross National Product continues to
climb, a few state universities, including Maine, are being forced
to put college education on the basis of economic privilege. Shift
ing of all dormitory costs to the student has further increased his
financial burden in Maine. Since these increases in tuition and
board and room charges have been announced, applications from
students for financial aid have increased approximately 20 percent.
It is perhaps time for the citizens of the State to consider sup
port for the University which would make it possible to reduce
tuition for Maine citizens. For the biennium 1961-63, a reduction
in tuition of $100 per year for each State of Maine student enrolled
at the University would require an additional appropriation of
about $800,000.

Conclusion
It may be concluded that the decade of the fifties brought
some progress in state financial support, but the rate of that prog
ress has not been sufficient to keep pace with the need for addi
tional operating funds. The slow rate of progress resulted in
turning away young men and women who should have had an
opportunity to attend their State University. It is our firm con
viction that any appropriation that falls short of the esimated in
crease contained herein will make it necessary to deny admission
to still additional qualified students and deny to the people of
Maine both the quality and quantity of research and service that
should be supplied by their State University in the 1960’s.
There is great opportunity ahead for the State and for the
University. That opportunity may be recognized and aggressively
sought; it may be discussed and delayed, or it may be completely
ignored. The responsibility of choice rests with all of us today
who are working in the interests of total State efforts.
DECEMBER, 1960

Alumni Names
I n T h e N ews,
Robert C. Soderstrom ’59 was recently commissioned a Sec
ond Lieutenant in the Army after graduating from the Field
Artillery Officer Candidate School at Fort Sill, Okla.......Lt. Col.
Loren F. Stewart ’42, in October was presented the U. S. Army
Commendation Medal by Brig. Gen. William A. Cunningham III,
the Assistant Commandant of the U. S. Army Command and
General Staff College, at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Col. Stew
art was cited for performance of meritorious service as Bn.
Commander, 2d Missile Battalion, 52nd Artillery, 6th Artillery
Group (Air Defense), United States Army Air Defense Center,
Fort Bliss, Texas, for the period Apr. 15, 1959 to July 27, 1960 . . .
Earle R. Webster ’27, Vice President of the Bangor Hydro-Electric
Company, is the author of a six page article published in the
October 1960 issue of Power Engineering. The article is entitled
“How We Picked Diesels for Peaking.”. . . .
The U. S. Naval Underwater Ordnance Station announced
recently the appointment of Albert A. Caron ’60, to the position
of Physicist ... Ronald V. Baker ’60, has been named a Graduate
Assistant of Foreign Languages and Classics at the University of
M aine... Berman, Berman, Wernick, and Flaherty announced in
September that Thomas F. Monaghan ’54 is now associated with
the law firm----Domenic Cuccinello ’48, attorney of Thomaston,
was admitted to practice before the U. S. Supreme Court on
October 3 in Washington, D. C .......From the Pennington School
Alumni Magazine, Penn Poynts, comes word that David Wharton
’60, is teaching biology and assisting in the athletic program at
the Pennington School at Pennington, N. J.......
Alexander C. Leidy ’51 has joined the Dewey and Almy
Chemical Division of W. R. Grace and Co. as project engineer
in the Engineering Department__ Dr. Richard A. Andrews ’49,
of the Dept, of Agri. Economics, U of N. H., recently won a
national award of the American Farm Economics Assoc, for a
research publication on the sweet corn industry. The title of
Dr. Andrews’ paper was, “A Study of the Sweet Corn Industry
In the Midwest Farm Economy.” __ Dr. Stefan A. Zieminski,
Professor of Chemical Engineering, U. of Me., Charles C. Good
win ’58, Technical Trainee, Riegel Paper Corp., Milford, N. J.,
and Rodney L. Hill ’60, research and development, Hudson Pulp
and Paper Co., South Windham, Me., presented a jointly-authored
technical paper during the October Engineering Conference of
the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry
(TAPPI), at the Hotel Robert Meyer, Jacksonville, Florida---Also at the TAPPI conference S. T. Han ’47A presented a paper
jointly-authored with Dr. Robert Daane of Stanford University;
and participating in a major panel discussion was Philip H.
Murphy ’52---Promoted to Development Engineer at the IBM Poughkeepsie
Product Development Laboratory was Edward A. Daley ’54---Received from the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce on
October 23rd was word that E. C. “Buzz” Sherry has resigned
his position as Manager of the Convention and Tourist Bureau
of the Boston C. of C. when appointed Director of Sales for the
new 2200 room Americana Hotel presently under construction
in New York C ity....D r. Robert L. Ohler ’37, East Winthrop,
was recently elected President of the Maine Heart Association....
Robert A. Lowell ’50 has been named Instructor in Electrical
Engineering, and James T. Keene ’60 was appointed an Instructor
in Engineering Graphics at the University----Mrs. Donald (Ruth
Goodwin) Stewart ’36 was promoted to head of the Elementary
School Library Department by the Milford, Conn., Board of
Education in October__ The Springfield (Mass.) Daily News
recently featured a story on the success of George W. Sullivan
>18 in building the Sullivan Paper Co. from a start of $300.00
twenty years ago to an anticipated million dollars in sales for
I9 6 0 ....
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Maine Students Hob-Nob with
Vice President Nixon
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Two University of Maine students on a re
cent trip to Washington, D. C., had an un
usual opportunity to talk with the Vice
President of the United States; and they have
the photograph shown above as a pleasant
reminder of the meeting.
Mary Caroline Fox of Oakland, Maine,
who is a sophomore at the University of
Maine, and her family went to visit her
uncle Harland F. Leathers in Arlington,
Virginia. Mr. Leathers, who is an attorney
of law for the Department of Justice, is an
alumnus of the University of Maine, class
of 1932 and was a classmate of Vice Presi
dent Nixon at Duke Law School. Mr.
Leathers arranged for the Fox family to
meet the Vice President, and the invitation
included Brian Martin who is a freshman
at the University this year.
“It was so exciting,” Miss Fox said. “Mr.
Nixon made us feel right at home, yet he
was so earnest and sincere.”
In the picture from left to right are the
two Fox boys, Webster L. and James R.,
Mr. Leathers, Vice President Nixon, Brian
Martin, Mary Caroline Fox and her mother
and father (Mr. and Mrs. Webster Fox)
of Oakland, Maine.

Six Three-G eneration Families

S

ix three-generation Alumni Groups

came to our attention this fall. James
A. Gannett, secretary of the Class of
1908, recognized that six entering freshmen
in the Class of 1964 had grandparents in
1908. We called them all together on Home
coming morning, October 8, for a photo,
and all family groups were represented! The
result was disastrous—the film wouldn’t
reproduce. So we got these photos and will
hope the other family groups send us a
photo for later reproduction.
Middle photo: 1. to r., Paul E. ’39, Lucy
(Cobb ’38), and William P. Browne ’64 of
Augusta. Also William A. ’08 and Bell
Harris ’08) Cobb of Belfast.
Lower photo: 1. to r., front row—Waldo
’38 and Robert I. Hardison ’64 of Caribou.
The grandfather was the late Grover ’08.
Second row—Lawrence W. ’64, Virginia
(Moulton ’41) and Lawrence W. Emery ’42
of Bangor. The grandfather is Francis P.
’08 of Reading, Mass.
The other family groups are: "
Patricia ’64, Frank G. ’37, and Marianne
(Russell ’40) Fellows of Bucksport. The
grandfather is the late Raymond ’08.
Linda ’64, Francis J. ’34, and Ruth (Kim
ball ’37 Lord of Belmont, Mass. The
grandparents are Leslie R. ’08 and Edith
(Jordan TO) Lord of Old Town.
Gordon F. ’64 and Eric W. Kelley ’39 of
Jonesport. The grandfather is Frank D.
French ’08 of Port Arthur, Texas.
THE MAINE ALUMNUS

The Honors Program
A n Intellectual Adventure

w e e k s ago while we were read
ing the Education Section of The
New York Times, we chanced upon
a discussion of the superior student and
the attention he is being given in college
today. Noting that concern over proper
treatment of the unusually gifted college
student has become universal, the Times
writer went on to say:
.. today, even
some of the land grant colleges and univer
sities have initiated honors programs. ..
This aroused our curiosity. It might be true
that such courses of study are new to many
land grant colleges, but it seemed to us
that the Honors Program had been going
on in Maine’s College of Arts and Sciences
for many years.
A quick check with Dr. Ronald B. Levin
son, Head of the Department of Philosophy
and Chairman of the Honors Committee,
and with Dr. E. Kenneth Miles, Professor
of German and Secretary of the Committee,
confirmed our suspicions. The Honors Pro
gram here at Maine has been actively in ef
fect since 1934, and was set up at that time
to give special consideration to the intel
lectually able student.
The program had its beginnings when
Dean James Muilenburg of the College of
Arts and Sciences appointed a committee on
the superior student to determine what
special attention could be given to those of
above average ability. From the very first
it was decided that the program should be
conducted on a tutorial basis, and two
members of the English Department who
had studied at Oxford as Rhodes Schol
ars—Professors Stanley Ashby and C. J.
Reynolds—helped design the course of
study in the manner of the Oxford tutorial
system. Honors Program work is still car
ried on today with private tutorial consul
tations taking the place of the usual class
room meetings.
Essentially, the philosophy behind the
tutorial system is as old as education. The
close relationship between tutor and student
allows the student to get from his teacher
the maximum benefit and gives the superior
youngster a chance to function at his in
tellectual peak. He is able to set his own
rate of progress and can go far beyond the
limits of normal classroom routine. Obvi
ously mere intelligence is not enough to
qualify a student for the rare climate of
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the Honors Program; he must have ability
plus drive and desire to be selected for,
and succeed in, this intellectual adventure.
As it is set forth in the University catalog:
“The program aims especially at stimulating
originality, intellectual curiosity, and re
sourcefulness, and demands a large measure
of self-reliance.”
The Honors Committee members, who
often spend long extra hours in the man
agement of the program, have, perhaps,
their most difficult task in the selection of
candidates for honors work. In order to
locate the students of superior ability and
personality, the committee approaches the
problem in many ways. First a list is pre
pared of those freshmen who have made
high scores on the College Entrance Exami
nation Boards, or who have a grade average
of Dean’s List or better. Other students
may come to the attention of the committee
from faculty recommendations. When a
tentative list of prospective students has
been compiled, the honors hopefuls are
asked to make out an “intellectual autobi
ography” which is read by the entire com
mittee. After this, personal interviews are
held, and the Honors Program students are
selected.
The first experience for the student in
honors may begin with “summer readings”
at the end of the freshman year, but the
program usually has begun in the fall se
mester of the sophomore year. (However,
plans are under way for students to begin
the program the second semester of their
freshman year, but this discussion is of the
program now in effect.)
The foundation of honors work is exten
sive and discriminate reading, and the be
ginning sophomore has before him the
Library with its several hundred thousand
volumes. The task of selecting readings is
made easier for the student by the Honors
Program reading list, an impressive and
somewhat formidable catalog of the most
important works in nearly every field of
study. The first year student is required to
do general reading in several areas which
he selects from the reading list with the
advice and assistance of his tutor. After his
reading program is mapped out for the
year, the student is ready to go to work.

He begins his reading, meets with his tutor
once a week, or as often as is necessary,
and writes reports on every book or group
of books he reads.
The sophomore honors student soon finds
himself beating the same path as the junior
and senior honors participants, to the office
of Dr. Ronald B. Levinson on third floor
Stevens. Since the Department of Philoso
phy might be considered the most intellectu
ally inclusive of all departments, it is es
pecially appropriate that Dr. Levinson,
Head of the Department of Philosophy,
acts as the main tutor for the program.
From meetings in his office (a remarkable
library in itself, as many alumni will re
member from personal experience), the
honors student sallies forth to the main
library for more books or to visit other
faculty members for tutorial sessions in
special fields.
By the end of the first year, the student
realizes that he has had a well coordinated
reading program which has consolidated his
thinking in many areas, and he finds him
self more eager than ever to continue this
intellectual probing.
The junior in the Honors Program re
stricts his work to an area within his major
field, but the freedom of self-direction,
within these limits, is still encouraged. It
is during this year of study that the student
becomes more involved in his specialized
interest and discovers from what sources
he will draw the material for the thesis
which is the required work of his senior
year.
The senior thesis, the subject of which
must be approved by the Honors Commit
tee, occupies the student’s entire honors
work in the final year. The writing of the
thesis is done under the direction of a fac
ulty member in the senior’s major field.
The Honors Committee reads the complet
ed work, and after passing on the contents,
grills the student in a two hour oral com
prehensive examination over the thesis and
any or all of the reading the student has
done in the three years of his honors study.
It is a tact that the honors theses are on a
par with many theses presented for a mas
ter’s degree, and that the ordeal of the two
hour comprehensive examination is similar
to that suffered by candidates for an ad
vanced degree.
The amount of work and attention to
serious study may seem at first glance to be
excessive for an undergraduate, but when
one considers that the formal recognition
conferred following a successful completion
of the Honors Program is the highest offered
in the College of Arts and Sciences, one
remembers that honors should not be easily
won.
Members of the Honors Program Com
mittee are as follows: Professors R. B. Lev
inson (Chairman), E. Kenneth Miles (Sec
retary), A. D. Glanville, V. A. Hartgen,
T. C. Weiler, C. M. Flynn, C. J. Reynolds,
R. K. Sherk, R. B. Thompson, and L. H.
Swinford.
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Christmas Processional
“Christmas Past” and “Christmas Present,”
Mingle in the Candlelight,
And the glowing softly frames
A youthful face, above each light.
Thru the dusk we see them marching,
Robed in blue, their candles white.
‘Adeste’ sounds across the campus,
The air is Maine-woods fresh, and right,
Usher in a ‘Christmas Future,’
Oh singers, with your living light,
Memories, and Love Eternal,
Keep the glowing always bright.
Candles these no bombs can shatter,
Lighted by the God of light.
Candles lighted for the Christ-child,
Sparked by a Star one Holy Night.
Cecelia K. Bricker
(The poem printed above was included in this issue to recall the traditional
Christmas Vespers held on campus just before the holiday recess. The
author, Cecelia K. Bricker is the wife of Associate Professor of Speech,
Herschel L. Bricker.)
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Each chair is finished in satin black with the University of Maine Seal and stripings in gold.
Each Chair is packed in a specially constructed carton. Delivery in about two weeks, with shipping charges expresscollect (F.O.B., Gardner, Mass.).
(Make checks payable to “General Alumni Assoc.” ) ( *Please add 3% Maine Sales Tax for Shipments to Maine points.)
Send orders to: 44 Library, University of Maine, Orono, Me.

w i s h i n g to get a close-up view
of Maine’s great basketball team this
winter are urged to attend the third
annual Down East Classic in Bangor on
December 28-29-30.
Tickets will be unavailable for alumni
for the Bears’ regular home games, but this
will not be the case at the Classic which
will be held once again at the 7,000-seat
Bangor Municipal Auditorium.
Classic officials have gone all out this
year to attract the best possible out-of-state
teams to Bangor to test the Bears. Boston
University, Harvard, Cornell, and long-time
foe Rhode Island will participate in the
event in addition to Colby, Bates and Bow
doin.
All four of the out-of-state teams will
have crack lineups this winter. Rhody’s
Rams appear to be the strongest of the
group, boasting a completly veteran lineup
plus a dangerous six-foot-eight newcomer
in center Charlie Lee, rated three years ago
as one of the best schoolboys in the state
of New Jersey.
The pairings for the Classic have not
been announced as this issue went to press,
but Classic officials did say that Maine had
been seeded best of the State of Maine
teams while Rhode Island was seeded best
of the out-of-state units. This means that
if Maine and Rhody can win their first two
games, the two teams will meet in the
championship encounter.
As in the past two years, there will be
four games each day, two in the afternoon
and two in the evening.
A year ago, as Maine fans happily re
member, the Bears captured the champion
ship by beating Columbia, Colgate and Col
by in that order. All three games were
thrillers as the Bears had to come from
behind in the closing minutes to nip Co
lumbia, 74-66; go into overtime to trip
Colgate in a tremendous encounter, 10195; and come through with another great
effort to stop determined Colby, 77-62.
Bear Coach Brian McCall lineup may
change between now and the opening game
of the Classic, but fans will probably see
a starting lineup composed of forwards
Capt. Don Sturgeon of Old Town and Larry
Schiner of Scituate, Mass., center Jon In
galls of Bangor, and whiz guards Wayne
Champeon of Greenville and Skip Chappelle
of Old Town.
Sturgeon and Chappelle were both named
by United Press International as Little AllAmerican players a year ago when Maine
posted a 19-4 record. Champeon last year
was voted the “most valuable player” of
the Classic.
All in all, it shapes up as a great event
for Maine sports enthusiastics. It could
easily go down in history as one of the
greatest single events in Maine’s basketball
history.
Don’t forget those dates . . . December 28,
29 and 30 at the Bangor Municipal Audi
torium. Tickets are available at the Bangor
Daily News offices on Main Street in Ban
gor.
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B. U., Harvard, Cornell
In Down East Classic
Football Season Ends
With a winning season (4-3-1) now in
the past, Maine’s football team finished in
second place in the State Series and third
place in the Yankee Conference. With in
juries plaguing the team throughout the
tough schedule, the boys did well to finish
as well as they did.
The record for the season is listed below:
Maine 13
Mass.
21
(C
7
R.I.
0
it 27
Vt.
0
((
2
Conn.
30
tt
13
N.H.
7
ct
13
Bates
13
tt 28
12
Colby
(t 21
Bowdoin 28
Yankee Conference:
Conn.
3- 1
Mass.
3- 1
3 -2
Maine
N.H.
2 -2
R.I.
1 -4
Vt.
State Series: Bowdoin, 3-0; Maine, 1-1-1;
Colby, 1-2; Bates, 0-2-1.
i
o
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Athletics

and stopped Brandeis in a non-conference
game.
A check of the roster shows that Maine
will have its tallest team in history this
winter with five players standing 6-5 or
better. Tallest is Chapman at 6-6.
Maine will play the following schedule
this year:
Dec. 3 Bates (8:15)
7 at Colby (8:15)
9 Vermont (8:15)
10 Vermont (3:00)
13 at Bowdoin (4:00)
14 at Rhode Island (8:15)
17 Baldwin-Wallace (8:15)
28 Downeast Classic
29 Downeast Classic
” 30 Downeast Classic
Jan. 4 at Bates (8:15)
11 Colby (8:15)
21 New Hampshire (8:15)
31 Connecticut (8:15)
Feb. 3 Massachusetts (8:15)
4 Massachusetts (8:15)
8 Bowdoin (8:15)
11 at Connecticut (8:15)
14 Bates (8:15)
18 Rhode Island (8:15)
22 at Colby (8:15
25 at Bowdoin (8:15)
28 at New Hampshire (7:30)
To be played at Bangor.
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Hoop Veterans Return
coach Brian McCall is send
ing a squad of 15 players through their
paces each afternoon in Memorial
Gymnasium in anticipation of the upcoming
State Series and Yankee Conference hoop
campaigns.
McCall said yesterday that members of
the team are seniors Don Sturgeon of Old
Town, Larry Schiner of Scituate, Mass., Jon
Ingalls of Bangor and Wayne Champeon of
Greenville, juniors Lenny MacPhee of South
Portland, Don Harnum of Brewer, Bob
Chapman of Lewiston and Skip Chappelle
of Old Town, and sophomores Pud Robin
son of Brewer, Mike Burnham of Yarmouth,
Dave Pound of Millinocket, Laddie Deemer
of Freeport, Gary Johnston of Madawaska,
Ted Leadbetter of Bangor, and Art Warren
of Brunswick.
Sturgeon, Schiner, Ingalls, Champeon, and
Chappelle were members of last year’s start
ing five which posted a 19-4 record, best in
the University’s history. The Bears swept
through the State Series season with a 9-0
mark, tied with Massachusetts and Rhode
Island for second place in the Yankee Con
ference with a 6-4 record, captured the
Down East Classic title with a 3-0 mark
asketball

B
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W ayn e Champeon
13

President of the group, Edward C. Hall
’48 of Worcester, conducted the session.

Central New York Alumni

Local Associations
Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae
A meeting at the camp of Mrs. Margaret
(Stackpole ’45) Wallingford, Taylor Pond,
Auburn, was held by the group on September
21, to enjoy a camp-cooked meal and a so
cial hour. There were hot dogs and ham
burgers served at the kitchen, followed by
games and group singing. The games were
conducted by Phyllis (Richards ’51) Johnson.
A business meeting after the social hour was
conducted by the President, Eleanor (Byron
’53) Gove.
A meeting on October 19 was also held,
this time at the home of Dorris (Mayne ’52)
Lindquist, Robin Road, Auburn. Guest
speaker for this meeting was Mr. Kenneth
Monroe. He spoke on: Education Television
Programs. Mr. Monroe is a Student-School
Coordinator for Educational TV in Maine.
i

Portland Alumnae
The first monthly meeting was held this
year at 8:00 p.m., October 6 at the new
Payson Smith Hall on the UMP campus.
The President, Dorothy (Currier ’45) Dutton
conducted the meeting. Guest speaker was
Mr. William Clark, author of the Portland
Press Herald Column, “Some Logrolling.”
Important business reported during the
evening was the successful buffet-dance held
September 17 for the Maine-Massachusetts
game.
The second meeting was held November
3, at Payson Smith Hall. Business discussed
included plans for a Christmas Party, at a
local home for aged ladies, December 15,
and a Dessert-Bridge in January. President
Dutton held the business session. Co-Chair
men Dorothy McCann ’52 and Margaretmary McCann ’57 for the Annual Spring
Scholarship Dance were announced. Speak
er for the evening was Dr. William L. Irvine
’42, Dean of UMP, who spoke on: Progress
and Prospects of the University of Maine
in Portland. Assistant Executive Director
Margaret M. Mollison ’50 visited with the
group.

Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Auburn-Lewiston men gathered at the
Stevens House at 6:30 p.m. October 20,
Court St. in Auburn. President Oscar R.
Hahnel ’44 conducted business. Guest
speaker was Commander John Clifford III,
U. S. Coast Guard, retired. He spoke on
the duties of the Coast Guard and then de
scribed a West to East arctic cruise, illustrat
ing the sea journey with colored film.

Eastern Assoc., Univ. of Me.
Women
A Rummage Sale was conducted by the
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group from 12 o’clock noon until 5:00 p.m.
on October 28 at 42 Columbia St., Bangor.
The successful affair is held each year.
Proceeds of the sale will go to the Associa
tion’s annual scholarship at the University.
The project was conducted by the entire
membership, under Co-chairmen Martha
(Page ’43) Hodgkins and Winona (Cole ’43)
Sawyer.
On November 14 members gathered at the
Memorial Student Union at 7:00 p.m. for
dinner and a talk by the Executive Director,
T. Russell Woolley ’41 on: “The Changing
Scene at Your University.”

Boston Alumni
A smoker for the men of the Boston group
was held on the evening of November 2 at
the University Club, Trinity Place, Boston.
The excellent buffet was followed by talks
from Coach Brian McCall, basketball men
tor at the University of Maine and by Russ
Woolley ’41. Coach McCall spoke about
Basketball and the U. of M. Athletic Pro
gram.
E. C. “Buzz” Sherry ’38 presided at the
meeting. Important business of the evening
included appointment of Eric H. Hanson
’48, to replace Sherry, who has accepted a
new position and is moving with his family
to New York.

Southern Connecticut Alumni
Southern Connecticut Alumni met at 7:00
p.m. November 4 at the Hitching Post
Restaurant in Bridgeport. The guest speaker
for the annual fall meeting was Dr. Mark
R. Shibles, Dean of the College of Education
of the University of Maine, speaking about
“Progress and Prospects” of the College and
of the University.
Edward F. Etzel ’43, President, conducted
the business of the evening. New officers
were elected for the year.

Dr. William L. Irvine ’42 addressed the
fall meeting of the Central New York Alum
ni at the Liederkranz clubhouse, the night
of Monday, November 7. Dinner was served
at 7:00 p.m., and business was conducted by
Conan A. Priest ’22, President. New officers
were elected at this Syracuse meeting.
Dean Irvine spoke of “The UMP in Re
lation to the University.” His remarks were
followed by projected color slides of the
scenes at University of Maine in Portland,
especially of the construction of the now
completed Payson Smith Hall. Russ Woolley
’41 spoke briefly of alumni office topics.
New officers were elected for the ensuing
year.

Southern New Hampshire Alumni
A meeting at the Y.W.C.A., Concord
Street, Manchester, marked the fall gather
ing of Southern New Hampshire Alumni,
with a delightful dinner, and a guest speaker
from the University. George W. “Gus”
Francis ’57 presided at the affair.
Guest speaker was Professor Vincent
Hartgen, Head of the Department of Art.
He was accompanied by Russ Woolley ’41,
who brought to the group news from the
campus.

Rochester, N. Y. Alumni
The Annual Banquet of the Rochester
group was held at the Mardi Gras Restau
rant, 4775 Lake Ave., Rochester on Novem
ber 29. Speaker at the banquet was T. Rus
sell Woolley ’41, Executive Director, GAA,
who entitled his talk, “The Future of Our
Alumni Association.”
Plans for the meeting were developed by
Herbert E. Elliott, Jr. ’57, and officers of
the Rochester Association.

Coming Meetings
St. P etersb u rg , F lo rid a , A lu m n i

December 10, 1960
January 14, 1961
February 11, 1961
March 11, 1961
April 1, 1961
Pennsylvania Hotel
12:00 Noon

Northern Connecticut Alumni

E astern A ssoc. U n iv. o f M e. W o m en

On November 3, an annual fall meeting
was held at the Red Coach Grill, Wethers
field, Connecticut, dinner being served at
6:30 p.m. President Edward H. Phillips ’44
introduced Dean Mark Shibles as speaker
from the University of Maine. New officers
were elected.

January 24, 1961
’
144 Poplar St., Bangor
Speaker. Dean Arthur L. Deering ’12

Central Massachusetts Alumni
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, President of the Uni
versity, addressed a meeting of the Central
Mass. Alumni on November 4, at a dinner
affair in the Fairbrook Country Club, Hol
den. Dr. Elliott spoke about the Current
Matters of the University.

"

>

New Y ork A lu m n i

December 9, 1960
Phi Gamma Delta Club
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
A u bu rn -L ew iston A lu m n i

December 15, 1960
The Stevens House
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
January 19, 1961
Speaker: T. Russell Woolley
THE MAINE ALUMNUS

Portland A lum nae

December 1, 1960
Carolyn’s, Cape Elizabeth
Speaker: George Crosby, U. of M. Registrar
Past President’s night
January, 1961
Dessert-Bridge
Watch for notices

Mrs. R. Bowles '21
Photo Credit
The cover picture this month, as well as
the photo on the table of contents page was
taken by Earl Smith ’62, student assistant
in the Publicity Department.

B oston A lum ni

February 3, 1961
Watch for notices

New Local Alumni Officers
F in ger Lakes, N. Y. A lum ni

Philip A. Lord ’55, President; Norman W.
Rollins ’44, Vice President; Frances (Dorr
’44) Henderson, Secretary-Treasurer.
A lum ni T eachers A ssociation

Mary Josephine (Orr ’39) Devitt, Presi
dent; Horace O. McGowan ’51, Vice Presi
dent; Margaret M. Milltson ’50 Secretary;
Molly P. Inman ’58, Treasurer.
Central N. Y. A lum ni

Henry Gabe ‘42 President; Charles J.
Ochmanski '60, Vice President, Mrs. Fred
H. Hale (Fred ’44) Secretary-Treasurer.
Southern C onnecticut A lum ni

IPaul J. Stella ’24, President; Ruth (White
’41) Wight, Secretary.

Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Weekly—
P ortland A lum ni

M. E. Chase '09
Authors New Book
The Lovely Ambition, by Mary Ellen
Chase ’09. W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
New York, 288 pp., $3.95. Miss Chase’s
most recent novel follows the move of a
Methodist minister from a rural commun
ity in England to a parish in downeast
Maine. These settings give Miss Chase an
opportunity to write about the two areas
which she knows intimately and describes
precisely and with affection. This is an ab
sorbing family chronicle with fine character
portrayal; a book which can be recommend
ed to all for a top rate story which lacks
all the suggestiveness so commonly found in
modern bestsellers. Miss Chase, a Maine
alumna and retired professor of Smith Col
lege, has once again hit the bestseller list
for weeks with this volume which reviewers
have called “a graceful work of an artist.”

M.M.M.

Reappointed
Mrs. Rena (Campbell) Bowles ’21, Alum
na Trustee of the University’s Board of
Trustees, was reappointed last month to a
second three year term of office. Originally
named by the General Alumni Association,
and appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Council, to a
term of three years commencing October 17,
1957—Mrs. Bowles’ new term expires on
October 17, 1963.
Mrs. Bowles is a native of Robinhood,
Maine, and she makes her home at 21 For
est Avenue, Bangor. (Her husband was the
late Merrill H. Bowles of Bangor.) She is
currently supervisor of the Bangor school
lunch program, and has served as Assistant
Professor of Home Economics on the Uni
versity faculty and the University’s Exten
sion Service Staff.
Mrs. Bowles served nine years as a mem
ber of the Council of the General Alumni
Association and has been a most active and
loyal alumna, both as officer and worker in
various alumni enterprises. She was one
of the organizers and the first President of
the Eastern Maine Association of University
of Maine Women. She is an active civic
worker, and has traveled widely.
Currently on the Educational Policy and
Research Committee of the trustees, Mrs.
Bowles also serves on the Memorial Union
Committee.

Graymore Hotel
Friday Noon
B oston A lum ni

Thompson’s Spa
City Hall Avenue
Friday Noon
W ash in gton , D . C., A lum ni

Thursday, 12:30 P.M.
Lotus Club
14th St. at New York Ave.
Monthly—
W estern P en n sylvan ia A lum ni

First Monday of each month
Oliver Restaurant
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
Noon
E astern P en n sylvan ia A lum ni

Last Thursday of each month
Electrical Club Dining Room
6th Floor, Architect’s Building
17th and Samson Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
Southern K en n eb ec A lum ni

First Friday of each month
Worcester House
Hallowell
Noon
A uburn-Lew iston A lu m n i

Third Thursday of each month
Stephen’s House
Court Street, Auburn
Dinner—6 p.m.
DECEMBER, 1960

R ecently a group o f loyal M aine m en and w om en got together for a special
“ M aine” n igh t. T h e m eetin g was h igh ligh ted by the distribution o f printed
m aterial on M aine and sam ple M aine “ sea chests” from the D epartm ent o f
E con om ic D evelop m en t. In the p hoto, left to right are: P h ilip A. H utchinson,
Jr. ’6 2 ; Mrs. H u tch in son ; Nick M ayo ’5 0 , Sports D ep t., Newport News T im es
H erald, Newport News, V a.; Mrs. M ayo; Lt. Col. P h ilip A. H utchinson ’4 0 , Hq.
USCONARC, Ft. M onroe, V a.; Lt. Col. Gregg C. McLeod ’3 3 , Hq. USATTC, Ft.
E ustis, V a.; Miss Barbara D ale McLeod ’6 3 ; and Mr. Charles E. B unker ’3 3,
New port News S h ip b u ild in g and D rydock Co., Newport News, Va.
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Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
1900
HOWARD ANDREW HATCH. Howard A.
Hatch, 90, died in Barberton, Ohio, on October 1,
1960. For many years he was a civil engineer for
the Santa Fe Railroad being located in Kansas,
California, and Oklahoma. Upon retirement in
1937, he returned to his native state of Ohio to live.
A sister is listed as surviving. Mr. Hatch was a
member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.
1907
FRANCIS MARSH ALBEE CLAFLIN. Francis
M. A. Claflin, 78, died in a Lynn, Mass, hospital
on October 8, 1960. A native of Boylston, Mass.,
he had lived in Saugus for many years and was
a retired analytical chemist at the General Electric
Company’s River Works. He had been a clerk
and deacon of the First Church of Christ, Congregational, in Lynn and was a member of the
Lynn Odd Fellows and the Thomson Quarter
Century Club. A son survives.
1908
RALPH HENRY MOODY. Ralph H. Moody,
75, a native of Turner, died in a Denver, Colorado,
hospital in October of 1960. He had been a resident
of Denver for the past 30 years, survivors include
a brother and a sister.
1909
CARL RUSSELL HOLTON. Carl R. Holton,
76, of Wollaston, Mass., died in a Quincy hospital
on October 11, 1960. A native of Boothbay Harbor,
he had been employed as a civil engineer by the
New England Electric System for 31 years. He
is survived by his widow, two daughters, a sister,
and five grandchildren. Mr. Holton was a mem
ber of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
1913
GEORGE EDWIN GRAY. George E. Gray, 68,
died in Starks on October 14, 1960. A life-long
resident of Starks, he was a prominent dairy farmer
and town official for many years. Mr. Gray served
on the school board for six years and as first select
man for 23 years; he was active in the Farm
Bureau, extension service, Grange and Odd Fellows.
Surviving are his widow, a son—Earle E. ’38 of
Starks, a daughter, a sister, and nine grandchildren.
1914
BENJAMIN BENNETT ANTHONY. The Alum
ni Office has been informed of the death of Benja
min B. Anthony, 68, which occurred in San Diego,
Calif., on May 5, 1960. As an undergraduate he
was elected to the honorary Senior Skull Society.
He completed his education at the University of
Michigan, where he received his B.S. degree in
1914, then was employed by the Standard-Vacuum
Oil Company in Canton, China, for many years.
Mr. Anthony was a member of Sigma Chi Fraterni
ty.
1915
GLEN REXFORD CHENEY. Glen R. Cheney,
67, died at a Caribou hospital on June 28, 1960.
Born at Four Falls, New Brunswick, he was the son
of a minister. Previously manager of the Biddeford
Office of the Maine Unemployment Commission, he
was a field representative of the Social Security
Office at Presque Isle at the time of his death. A
resident of Washburn for the past five years, he was
an honorary member of the Washburn Rotary Club.
Survivors are his widow, three daughters by a
former marriage—one is Winifred (Cheney ’35)
Gellerson of So. Portland, and seven grandchildren.
Mr. Cheney was a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
1916
CLINTON EVERETT PURINGTON. Clinton
E. Purington died on August 26, 1960, in Portland.
He had been a salesman for Brooklawn Memorial
Association of Portland and King Merriett & Com
pany. Mr. Purington was a member of Kappa Sig
ma Fraternity.
1918
ROBERT BLAISDELL DUNNING. The Alumni
Office has been informed that the death of Robert
B. Dunning occurred in November of 1959. For
many years he had been associated with the R. B.
Dunning Company of Bangor. Mr. Dunning was a
member of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
1919
CLARENCE HAMILTON CORNING. Notifi
cation of the death of Clarence H. Corning of Ban
gor has been received at the Alumni Office. He
had attended Harvard College and was a teacher
at Milton (Mass.) Academy and at Bangor High
School.
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1923
GEORGE FRANKLIN WAY, III. The death of
George F. Way, III occurred on October 17, 1960,
in Lakewood, Ohio, where he had resided. He was
a native of Lee, and a member of Phi Kappa Sig
ma Fraternity at the University.
1930
ROBERT MILLER SCOTT. Robert M. Scott,
52, was killed on October 5, 1960, in the tragic
crash of a turbo-jet plane in Boston Harbor. A
native of Leeds, he had been employed by Westinghouse Electric Corp. for 30 years—since 1952
as manager of the Worcester office. A resident of
Northboro, Mass., he was active in Kiwanis, the
Masons and several professional societies—the
Worcester Electrical Engineering Society, and the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. He is
survived by his widow, a son, a daughter, and two
sisters.
1931
THORNTON FRENCH CONANT. Thornton A.
Conant, 51, died in Skowhegan on October 13,
1960. A native of Skowhegan, he was associated
with the A m erican Woolen Company there in vari
ous capacities, formerly serving as superintendent.
At one tim e he was director of the Skowhegan State
Fair, a n d he had been a member of the Somerset
Lodge of Masons. Survivors include his widow—
Ruth (Heald ’30) of Skowhegan, two sons, and two
daughters—one is Nancy L., presently a student at
the University of Maine in the Class of 1961. Mr.
Conant was a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1939
WILLIAM JOSEPH SIROIS. William J. Sirois,
43, died in Presque Isle on October 9, 1960. A na
tive of Fort Fairfield, he served in Europe in W. W.
II. For 19 years he had worked for the U. S. De
partment of Agriculture as county supervisor of the
Farmers’ Home Administration. A past president
of the V a n Buren Rotary Club and of the Aroos
took
Klub, he was active in the Presque Isle
Chamber of Commerce. For the past two and onehalf years he had been associated with the North
ern National Bank. His widow survives, as well as
two sons, three brothers and two sisters. Mr. Sirois
was a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1957
RICHARD NORTON THURLOW. Richard N.
Thurlow, 27, died in a fire which destroyed a cot
tage at No. Windham on October 22, 1960. A na
tive of Brewer, he had resided in Lee for a number
of years and was a veteran of the Korean conflict.
Fort he past three years he had been employed as
an accountant by Ernst & Ernst Accountants of
Portland. Besides his parents, he is survived by
four brothers— Col. E. Beach ’43 of the Air Force,
Omaha, Nebraska; Frederick ’49 of Bedford, Mass.;
Roger W. ’50 of Orono; and Harold L. ’51 of
Skowhegan; several uncles, aunts, nieces and neph
ews. Mr. Thurlow was a member and past treasur
er of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.

SENIOR ALUMNI
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1901

Thomas Buck, a retired professor of
mathematics of the University of Cali
fornia, was back in Orono for the 1960 Home
coming. He was impressed with his five hour jet
flight from California to New York. Dr. George
F. Dow ’27, president of the General Alumni As
sociation, gave him a tour of the campus calling
attention to the many construction projects cur
rently under way. Mr. Buck plans to be back in
June for the 60th Reunion of 1901. He would like
to hear from classsmates who might also gather in
Orono for the occasion. His address is: Faculty
Club,
'4 Berkeley 4, Calif.
1 9 0 3 Mr. Harvey D. Whitney
698 Minot Ave., Auburn
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—6
Perhaps I should not infringe on the rights of
another class to report news; however, this is my
own personal affair. The party in question is Har
old Davis, Class 1901, who made a call on August
1st. We were classmates in Edward Little High
School, graduating in 1897. We had not seen
each other for nearly 60 years. He lives in St.
Petersburg, Florida, and summers in Maine. While
attending U. of M. he and his brother, Alfred, were
outstanding halfbacks on the football team, which
was just beginning to show championship form
in State Series.

Mr. Horace A. Hilton
385 Union St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—21
Recently we heard from Joseph W. Crowe of
708 No. Twentieth Street, Boise, Idaho. A clipping
from the newspaper Idaho Statesman was a feature
of the late Albert W. Stevens ’07. A photo of his
sister-in-law and two nieces was also in the paper.
Mr. Crowe was interviewed by the lady reporter
who did the story and he enjoyed recalling his
undergraduate acquaintance with Mr. Stevens.
1906

Mr. Henry W. Bearce
Hebron
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—14
I have received from Mrs. Richards the class
records, papers, and accounts of our class so
painstakingly kept by her late husband, Earle R.
The class very much appreciates Earle’s long and
faithful service as Class Secretary.
A very nice letter has been received from Shorty
Southard. He is, as always, interested in the ac
tivities of his classmates. He and Mrs. Southard
hope to be present at the 1961 Commencement;
a nephew graduates then from Maine.
Charlie Prince and Mrs. Prince are in line for
congratulations. They have recently become great
grandparents. The Princes have certainly done
O.K. by the University, as seen from the follow
ing note: “A son, a granddaughter, and a grandson-in-law received degrees from Maine.”
The following note from Frederick J. Simmons
indicates that he has been busy in recent months
touring England and the Scandinavian countries.
During August, alumni relatives Ralph S. Steven
son ’56 and Richard A. Simmons ’54 visited him
at the Simmons Homestead in Morrill, Maine. In
September Fred returned to Montclair, N. J.
Mr. Karl MacDonald
27 Nelson Ave., Wellsville, N. Y.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—27
Elmer W. Cummings, South Paris, did quite a
lot of engineering work the past summer in spite
of his lameness. He says people have got into the
habit of coming to him and have not got out of
this habit as yet. He is spending the winter at
Trail End Park, Dania, Fla. If any of you are
in that vicinity, he would be glad to have you
call.
Harry P. Eveleth, 1421 26th Avenue South, St.
Petersburg, Fla., writes, ‘I am still plodding along.
The hurricane was very kind to us. Did little
damage in St. Pete. Did not go north this year.
Expecting our first great grandchild any day now.
Never thought I would live to see the time when
there were no passenger trains north from Port
land.”
From Myles W. Illingworth, Concord Hall, 3
Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass. “Always glad
to hear from you. Like ‘Old Man River’ I just
keep rolling along. After a complete checkup,
my doctor tells me I am in very good health for
a man 76 years old. I am looking forward to
retiring some time next year. As a result of liv
ing alone for so many years, I have become a
good cook and am able to do a pretty good job
with the mop and dishrag.” He and “ Hod” Farnham should join forces.
We extend our sympathy to W. O. Hutchins,
57 Exchange St., Portland, who writes: “ It is
always nice to hear from you. I did not go to the
Mass-Maine game and doubt if I shall go to the
‘Homecoming.’ I don’t go anywhere very much
now. I am well physically and still keep busy with
the same old business. This has not been a very
happy summer for me. My wife died June 1st.
Such a loss is always hard to take, but it seems
especially so when one is old and lost the elasticity
and adjustability of youth. No, I know nothing
regards ‘Spider.’ The only news I get of any of
the Maine Alumni is from your column in the
Alumnus.”
Your secretary recently had his 53rd wedding
anniversary and celebrated it with the purchase
of a color T.V. set. He also has the satisfaction
of folding that some of his ideas that he sold to
one of the steam turbine companies are going to
be used.
1 9 0 7

1908 Mr. James A .

Gannett
166 Main St., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—14
Earle Vickery is retiring from the Maine State
Board of Education after ten years of service on
that Board, two of which were as chairman. Earle
has made a notable contribution to education in
his home town of Pittsfield and in the State of
Maine. Besides his ten years on the State Board
of Education he has served for 24 years on the
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local School Board and is Treasurer of Maine
Central Institute, a post he has held for 37 years
and is a member of the Board of Trustees for a
similar period. A school building in Pittsfield is
named in his honor. Earle is a Director and Vice
President of the First National Bank of Pittsfield.
Leslie (Pete) Lord is to relocate and remodel
the offices of the Jordan Lumber Co., at Old
Town during the coming year. We learned of
these extensive alterations from Pete while stop
ping for lumber for our camp.
Members of the Class of '08 and their families
on the campus during Homecoming included Earle
and Mary Vickery, Will and Bell (Harris) Cobb,
Jim and Marian Gannett, and Pete and Edith
(Jordan TO) Lord.
Will and Bell Cobb were in Green Bay, Wis.,
during the week of October 2 for the annual con
ference of officials of the American Association
of Short Line Railroads.
Marian and I enjoyed a call on Mildred Hinck
ley in October at the lovely Chase home in Blue
Hill. Mildred was entertaining an Oak Grove
colleague over the week end. She told us that
Mary Ellen ’09 is in England at work on a book
on The Psalms.

1909 9Mr.Westmoreland
Fred Knig
ht
Drive
W. Hartford 17, Conn.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—29
A note from Mrs. Thomas M. Gunn (Cora
Shaw) informs us that she returned to Pittsfield,
Mass, in August after spending ten months in
Seattle. She has sold her home at 1193 West St
and moved into an apartment at 22 Bartlett Ave.
Cora says “much less work and much simpler to
turn the key and take off.”
Mr. and Mrs. J. Randolph Bradstreet (Helen
Steward) spent a good part of the summer in
Maine. They have visited many old friends in
cluding some they have not seen since college
days. They expected to return to their home—
655 Brooks St., Laguna Beach, Calif, about Octo
ber 1.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Fogler (Bill) will spend
the winter in Pasadena, Calif.—address, 311 No.
Garfield Ave. Their permanent address remains
81 Russell Ave., Rockport.
Mary Ellen Chase’s new book— The Lovely Am 
bition—mentioned in the October issue of The
Alumnus, has been listed among the “ 10 Best
Selleis” for several months. I am sure all naught
niners feel a sympathetic participation in the suc
cess of our distinguished classmate and will wish
to extend to her warmest congratulations.
1910

Mr. George P. Goodrich
14 Lawn St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—26
George J. Wentworth, Kennebunkport hotel
owner and former state senator and executive
councilor, and Mrs. Wentworth left in late October
for their annual winter’s stay in Florida. Last
February they purchased a winter home in Dun
dee, near Clearwater.
Your class secretary has been busy as one of
the workers who are completing the contacts on
the Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium Fund in the
Portland area.

BY CLASSES
1911

Mr. Avery C. Hammond
P.O. Box 200, 287 Ohio St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—29
You must be on your toes to make Homecoming
these days. That notable day has come and gone
in fine warm weather and then we had the pleas
ure of attending the State Series Games.
Arthur Richardson, Rick to you, came up from
Owl’s Head (their summer home) with Mrs. Rich
ardson, to plan for our 50th Reunion and to enjoy
the pleasures of the weekend Rick is retired but
spends quite some time in New York attending
meetings of Boards of Directors of several com
panies. Retirement to him is just one meeting
after another and lots of travel.
A saying goes, “ You owe it to yourself to be
successful, and then you owe it to the Internal
Revenue Department.”
We were pleased to see Raymond W. Davis
receive the Black Bear Award and pleased also to
have Mrs. Davis with us to see the presentation.
Raymond has certainly spent a lot of time and
energy to help the University.
Marty MoHale and his bride came up to see
Marty, Jr. and to hear him sing with the Steiners.
Marty Sr. may be prevailed upon to again enter
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tain us at the Banquet next June, our 50th Reunion
time.
The Richardsons and the McHales called on
your secretary and Mrs. Hammond, and made
her heart glad, where she is unable to get out
much.
Last year the Conleys called and we were half
expecting them again this year, but something must
have kept them home. Better luck next time.
Mr. George D. “ Bruce” Bearce and Mrs. Bearce
were with us Friday and Saturday and we all
dined at the Oronoka and settled world affairs
as well as reviewing old times.
Delton Folley came up from Portland. He had
lost his beard since the Portland celebration was
over, and looked more like himself.
The Walkers were missing but I have an idea
that they might come up later in the year.
Marty McHale has very kindly offered to write
a column for us. Why not a lot more offers from
classmates. Sometime we will find ourselves in a
position where there is not one item to send in.

1912 Mr. William E.

Schrumpf
84 College Ave., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—28
Arthur Deering reports that replies are coming
back in response to his recent letter concerning
the class gift to the University. Arthur would be
more than pleased to hear from any, who for one
reason or another have not yet replied.
June Kelley, our class vice president, has re
cently returned from a month’s visit with her
brother at Cape May, N. J. June was at Bayside,
Maine, three weeks this summer staying with her
sister. While there she had a visit from Walter
Hanson and his wife. June gets around. In the
last few years she has traveled to many of the
far-off places of the world. Her home address is
27 Florence Ave., Norwood, Mass.
Lloyd Houghton is still going strong with his
nursery. For a man retired he is right busy. In
addition to many other items, he had 15,000
glads this year. Lloyd’s glads won many prizes
at flower shows. At the Maine State Gladiolus
Show at the University in August he won the
Karns Silver Trophy (the second time) for the
best basket of glads and also the sweepstakes for
miniatures. In fact, Lloyd’s glads won 16 first and
also 16 second prizes. Lloyd still resides at 178
Leighton St., Bangor, Maine.
Henry Covell has recently retired. For more
than 40 years Henry has been closely associated
with the poultry industry. Following service as
poultry supervisor at the University of Maine, he,
for ten years, supervised the egg-laying contest
for the State of Connecticut. For 30 years he
was supervisor at the egg-laying contest and later
of the broiler contest for the
State of Maine.
Henry is now living with his
daughter, Mildred
(University of Maine 1937) at Greene, Maine,
Route 1.
1913

Mr. Clifton E. Chandler
113 Highland St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—42
Class Mates:
Homecoming, October 7 & 8, is passee. I had
hoped that I might at least “bump” into a few
of the members of this Illustrious Class and get
some first hand information as to what is going
on with you, but nary a “ bump” and that was
disappointing. The day was perfect and the cam
pus never looked any lovelier with the colors of
the Fall foliage. The trip down and back from
Portland, via Route 1 was most beautiful. This
was a function which you should not miss and
I hope that you will plan now to attend the next
Homecoming event. Your next visit to the campus
will be of great surprise at the growth that has
taken place this year, with new dormitories and
class buildings being erected for the large body of
students that will be in attendance over the next
few years.
“Jock” and Frances (Dugan T5) Carleton, ever
faithful to the University, were in attendance at
the September 17th game in Portland and it was a
great pleasure to have them as our guest for this
event. As you already know, we lost the game
to that fine team from the University of Massa
chusetts; nevertheless the day in every other
respect was perfect—fine weather and an attend
ance of about 7,500 at the game. And we had a
get-together on the University of Maine of Portland
Campus for a luncheon and fine talk by President
Elliott prior to the game. I sincerely hope that
the University will make this event in Portland an
annual one, especially now that we have a branch
of the University here.

1914

Mr. Harold P. Adams
42 Boston Rock Rd., Melrose 76, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—36
You’ll notice that my address had changed. We
have moved recently, so use the new address to
fill our new mailbox.
Marion S. Buzzell of 222 North Brunswick St.,
Old Town, Maine, has served as chairman of the
Loan Fund Committee of the Orono-Old Town
Branch of the A.A.U.W. from 1925-1960. This
fund now on deposit at the University of Maine
totals $8,588.86. The exact amount of $10,000
has been raised, for over $1,300.00 has been also
granted as gifts to aid four foreign women students
who were studying at the University of Maine.
This project certainly represents great interest and
we commend you, Marion, for an outstanding job
well done.
1915

Mrs. H. P. Adams
(Margaret Holyoke)
42 Boston Rock Rd., Melrose 76, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—32
We’ve been in the moving business and have a
new address. See Above. Drop me a Christmas
card with news of you and yours.
Edward and Nell Dore have lived in Florida for
nearly a year now. Their address is listed as
happy and contented at 1002 Lemonwood Ave.,
Tangelo Park, Bradenton, Fla. Also they list no
phone, no business, no troubles, no worries, no
money, no prospects. We hear that they enjoy the
monthly alumni meetings in St. Pete.

1916

Mrs. Evelyn W. Harmon
(Evelyn Winship)
Livermore Falls
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—44
John A. Burke, 635 No. 78th St., Wauwatosa
13, Wise., writes: “ I liquidated the Wisconsin
Grey Iron Company which I organized in 1922,
in March 1959. Since then I am among the re
tired. Seven of my eight children are married and
I am the proud Grandfather of 36. My youngest
son is going into his senior year of high school.”
Harold and Grace (Bristol T7) Coffin have four
daughters and one son who graduated from Maine.
He writes: “On account of a fractured hip, I
have been confined, either to a wheelchair or
else to a big armchair, for the past 18 months.
Now I’m navigating with a cane—a relic of one
of our 1916 reunions! We have moved into a
new house, with everything on one floor. Since
October 8, our address is: Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Coffin T6 and T7, 66-18th St., Bangor, Maine.”
Your class secretary, Mrs. Harmon, was hos
pitalized for several weeks this fall. She would
certainly enjoy receiving cards with news from
you at this time. As you know, her grandson,
David Record ’64, is a freshman at the University
this year and a great source of joy to his grand
mother.
1917

Mrs. William
West
(Helen Danforth)
191-A Broadway, Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—49
Greetings to you all, and my humble apologies
for neglecting to send in news during the past two
months. Just before I should have sent in the
items for the November Alumnus, our youngest
son, Stuart, and his family arrived from Minneapo
lis; if you knew the West-Danforth Clan, you
would know that it takes very little in the way of
an excuse for getting together, so that for three
weeks I was feeding or housing from six to twenty
and more.
Avery M. Fides of Bowdoinham was elected to
the Maine State Chamber of Commerce. John H.
M a g e e was named honorary campaign manager for
the Eastern Maine Friends of Retarded Children.
Stanley Needham was prominent at the 62nd an
nual convention of the Maine Savings and Loan
League at Augusta. Philip P. Clement was elected
president of the firm of Prentiss and Carlisle
Company, Inc., succeeding the late George T.
Carlisle.
At Commencement time, William and I had the
pleasure of taking Joe McCusker down to see our
gardens, and then to dinner. He was on his way
home, after having had the honor of assisting
in the Commissioning of the Cadets at the Univer
sity. Joe gave me a list of our classmates who were
back for Commencement. Besides Joe, they in
cluded Luther Amos, Flors (Howard) Mayo, Clyde
F. Mower, Frank Preti, George Wadlin, and
Charles Crossland.
William and I are leaving for Texas and Flor
ida on November 3rd. I hope when we get back
home at the end of the month, I will find a lot
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of class news waiting to send in to the Alumni
office for the January Alumnus.
1918

Mr. Francis Head
208 Essex St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—57
Our request for dues produced double results,
including letters. Here are some of the short ones.
John Keep and George Hutchins reminisced
about everybody but our class.
Arthur W. Leighton, Medford, Mass., introduced
his wife, Frances.
.
Frank Libby, Parchment, Mich., is enjoying re
tirement and a trip to Arizona.
Bob Hawthorne, retired in Topsham, broke a leg
and couldn’t get up for our class meeting which
was held on Saturday morning, October 8, in
Orono.
, ,
Eugene Hickson, in D.C., is a retired widower
and stays home.
Clive C. Small, Derry, N. H., accuses Raymon
Atherton of not knowing how to spell his name.
(Ray thinks it is Spanish.)
Brugge, Atherton, Creamer, Perry, and Sullivan
were on deck for the class meeting.
Oh, yes, and Styles Bridges won renomination to
the U. S. Senate in recent N.H. elections.

1 9 1 9 Mrs. James

Freeland

(Polly Mansur)
120 Grove St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS-4 6
A recent picture in the Bangor Daily News
showed Dwight B. Demeritt, vice president of the
Dead River Co., seated at the head table at the
Penobscot Valley Country Club at a dinner meet
ing of the U. S. Department of Agriculture’s Re
search Committee on Forestry. This committee,
made up of forest experts from all over the U. S.,
serves as an advisory body in the formulation of
research policy for the U. S. Department of Agri
culture. More than 50 forest experts attended the
opening session of the committee which concluded
its studies at Saranac Lake, N. Y., after spending
a week in the forests of Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont.
Ella Hall is looking forward to retirement from
teaching on Feb. 1, 1961, after 35 years in the
New York City School System. She has already
offered some of her future spare time to the
James Ewing Cancer Clinic where volunteer work
is so urgently needed.
Jim and I attended the homecoming football
game with the Univ. of N. H. on Oct. 8. It was a
beautiful fall day. I much prefer having the home
coming game in October instead of in November

when it is always so cold. We attended the alum
ni luncheon before the game and were glad to see
so many friends, although not any of the class
of ’19. Maybe we just didn’t recognize them after
being out of college 41 years. However, the alumni
office informed me that Earl A. Bradley registered
at the campus during the weekend. He is retired
from the Auditing Dept, of Bird and Son Co., East
Walpole, Mass.
Have a Very Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year Too.
If you want to read this column
Drop me a line or two.
1920

Miss M. Eleanor Jackson, C.L.U.
202 Samuel Appleton Building
110 Milk St., Boston 9, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—52
Minerva (French) Anderson of Rumford, Me.,
writes, “What a smart class we are—so many suc
cessful engineers, business men, professional peo
ple—I am overwhelmed, really. Makes a fellow
proud, doesn’t it? Who said anything about retire
ment? If I were not lame, I ’d be good for the next
twenty years. But as things are, ten years from
now will probably find me in some chimney corner,
pasting poetry into scrap books, helping young
folks “cram” for their College Exams, and eating
(haven’t lost my teeth—yet). Must close and make
myself a cake. My daughter, Jane, and family are
coming up tomorrow to help me celebrate my
— th birthday, so a cake is in order. Personally,
I’d just as soon have doughnuts or cream puffs.”
We had a number of the class on campus for
the 1960 Homecoming. Verne Beverly, Harold
Bruce, Frank Besse, Danny Boone Buzzell, Ed
Hacker, Alonzo Harriman, Squirt Lingley, “Jack”
Jackson, Kid Potter, and Harry Watson. Squirt,
Jack, and Kid were there on Friday for the Alum
ni Council meeting. We were all proud of Harry
Watson and extend to him the congratulations of
his class on his Black Bear award. It was par
ticularly nice that H arry’s wife, son Dick ’50, and
daughter-in-law were present when he was so hon
ored.
1921

Mrs. Charles McDonald
(Dorothy Smith)
R.F.D. 2, Box 516, Carmel
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—59
George Ginsburg and I held forth at Home
coming and decided that, in the near future, each
of you will receive a letter outlining tentative plans
for Reunion in 1961. Prepare to respond with
suggestions.
Harold Tibbetts was elected secretary of the
Maine Savings Bank Association at its Annual
meeting in September.
1922

GOOD
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GOOD
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Mr. Leslie W . Hutchins
30 Alban Rd., Waban 68, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—67
Your Secretary is hopeful that area reporting will
receive some support in the very near future.
Please give us your help in making the 1922 class
column something worthwhile and of interest to
all.
A June item in the Salem Mass. News featured
the retirement of three teachers, one of whom was
Miss Vera June Thompson, who has completed an
extremely interesting career of teaching at the Mar
blehead High School. The high school class
of 1960 has honored her by the gift of her oil
portrait now on display at the school. Such a career
of service to the young in their formative years,
climaxed by an oil painting for all to see for years
to come, would seem to me a most fitting ending
of a most successful career. Many of us cannot
identify in the years past or those to come, the im
pact of our knowledge or our personalities upon
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our associates or those who have met us. Con
gratulations, Vera, and may your remaining years
be happy ones in the knowledge of your accomplish
ments.
The following item was sent in last June by
Helen (Belyea ’47) Huntoon, Box 433, West Yar
mouth, Mass.: I am sure that many of you will
remember the splendid singing voice of Harry A.
Belyea ’25 from Orono and Pauline (Chambers
Smith ’22) AOII from Houlton. Mr. and Mrs.
Harry A. Belyea now own the Reindeer Motel at
West Yarmouth, Mass. It was my intention to
make a call on both while I was at Harwichport in
July, but many factors prevented such a visit.
Thanks Helen Huntoon, for the news item and to
Pauline and Harry our best for years of prosperous
business and happiness at your motel in West Yar
mouth.
1923

Mrs. Norman E. Torrey
(Toni Gould)
9 Poplar St., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—62
Frankie Webster teaches home economics in
junior high school at Port Chester, N. Y., and
spends her summers on Deer Isle, Maine, where she
says she hopes to retire some day. At present she
also devotes much of her time to her incapacitated
mother. From Sept, to June her address is 397
Irving Ave., Port Chester, N. Y.
It was equally nice to hear from Iva Merchant
Knight (Mrs. Harry E.) who says: “Life seems to
run on at a terrific pace. My husband has retired
from the truck farming business, so we are not
quite as busy during the summers. In the spring
I have a little business growing flower plants in
the greenhouse. This year my ‘glad patch has
reached 184 varieties.” Her address is Cole Rd.,
Kennebunk.
Still another classmate looking forward to re
tirement in Maine is Virginia Averill Castle (Roger
’21) who wrote this: “ We’re in our 33rd year
here in Schenectady and tentatively planning retire
ment to the good old state of Maine next year.
Bought a lovely (to us!) old home with about four
acres of land and are revelling in the restoration
process. Hope all of our friends will come to see
us at Blue Blinds, Bristol Rd., Damariscotta, when
we are finally installed there.” Already they have
enjoyed rehashing old times with some of their
U. of M. friends in that area.
Likewise it was a treat to be brought up to date
on William H. Wellington at 519 East 9th St.,
Rome, Ga., who says: “ I have been in this section
of Georgia now for the past 10 or 12 years, buying
and selling pulpwood to Rome Kraft Co. Our mill
is going through a $30,000,000 expansion which
will about double the_capacity. I have enjoyed this
section of the country as we have the hills . . . but
few trout. We are able to play golf about the year
around, which I try once or twice a week.”
1924

Mrs. Clarence C. Little
(Beatrice Johnson)
Little Haven, R.F.D. 1, Ellsworth
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—85
Dear Classmates:
The following items comprise the news for this
month:
Chester B. Sweatt, formerly superintendent of
schools in Plymouth, Mass., has been appointed
assistant superintendent of the Quincy, Mass,
schools— a much larger post. He has had wide
experience in teaching before entering the ad
ministrative field of education. After graduation
from Maine he received his master’s degree from
Western Reserve and was visiting instructor in
education at Ohio University. He also participated
in advanced studies in education at Harvard Uni
versity. For his new position, he was chosen from
a field of fifty applicants.
Ralph M. Simmons can be reached at his new
address, 954 Sawyer Street, South-Portland, Maine.
Representative Theodore Vaitses of the Massa
chusetts Legislature is crusading for curbed costs
and sound procedure in connection with the
Scollay Square Government Center in Boston. His
picture greeted us on the front page of the Boston
Herald recently.
Will the classmate who sent a news item recently
please repeat it? I’ve misplaced it. Terribly sorry.
I ’ll be more careful this time.
I was sorry not to be able to attend Homecoming.
Our plans had to be changed because of a business
trip to beautiful New Orleans. The temperature and
humidity there hovered around 90 degrees and we
had to put coats on when we went indoors where
it was air-conditioned.
19 25
Mrs. William E. Schrumpf
(Mildred “ Brownie” Schrumpf)
84 College Ave., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—77
Lindsay Chalmers says “ I am still feeding peo
ple.” He owns and manages the 9-W Diner in
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Catskill, N. Y. His home address is 153 W. Bridge
Street in that city.
Charles (“ Sid” ) Collins is Supt of the Fitchburg
Paper Co. His home is at Central St., Ashburnham,
Mass. “ Sid” came to the Reunion in June, and to
see his son Stephen graduate from the University.
Stephen is continuing at Maine as a graduate stu
dent in Chemical Engineering.
Mansfield Packard is Wire Chief, New England
Tel. and Tel. Co., at Waterville, Me. He is a Past
Pres, of Jasper N. Keller Chapter of Telephone
Pioneers of America.
Mrs. Hilton (Arline Besse) Buley is a real estate
agent in addition to her role as homemaker and
wife of a Teacher’s College President. She lives at
20 Old Lane Rd., Cheshire, Conn.
Frank W. Hussey, a long time Republican, has
joined the Kennedy-Johnson Team to work full
time in the interests of the presidential candidate’s
Farm Program. Frank is travelling all over the
country meeting with farm organizations and co
operatives. He and Mrs Hussey are presently liv
ing in Washington, D. C. Frank says that he plans
to return to Presque Isle after the election, what
ever the outcome.
Mary Waterhouse was in Orono for three weeks
of the Summer Session. Mary teaches home eco
nomics at Sanford High School.
Doris (Dow) Ladd is Ass’t Home Demonstration
Agent for the Maine Agricultural Extension Service.
Doris works on Farm and Home Development
Programs in Kennebec and Waldo Counties. Her
home address is 20 Warren St., Hallowell.
Please don’t be modest! Send us news of what
you are doing that we may pass it on.
1926

Mrs. Trygve Heistad
(Shirley Roberts)
11 Third Ave., Augusta
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—60
Quote from a news article Sept 16, 1960—
“Twenty-two years ago a University of Maine Agri
cultural instructor and a Fort Fairfield High School
boy set out one September morning on a trip to
the Eastern States Exposition at Springfield, Mass.
The lad, a member of the Future Farmers of Ameri
ca, had just been named Star State Farmer by the
Maine FFA organization. He was hopeful of
making the same title at the Springfield meeting
for the North Atlantic Region. They didn’t make
it, the hurricane of 1938 intervened and the pair
spent the night sleeping in their car at Worcester.
This year the two men met once again at the ex
position in different roles. The teacher, now a fullfledged Professor, is Wallace “ Wally” Elliott, head
of the University’s department of agricultural edu
cation and the ex-student is now Maine’s Governor
John H. Reed ’42.
Belatedly—because I received the news during
the summer months—Theodore “Spin” Rowe was
the sponsor of the Champion, Frank Carlton Barnes,
of the Portage County Soap Box Derby in Kent,
Ohio. Barnes had named his racer after his sponsor!
Theodore Rowe is president of the Hamilton Kent
Manufacturing Company and has been sponsoring
the races for the past 17 years. For the past several
years, he has sponsored two racers. He is a derby
official being chairman for the pre-race ceremonies.
Willis “ Bump” Barrows and his wife, Virginia,
are hoping to be on campus for our 35th reunion
next June. However their daughter, Mary Ellen,
is graduating from Penn. State that month, so they
will be with us unless the two dates conflict. Their
son, Robert, is a Sophomore in High School. Their
home is in Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
1927

Mrs. Edgar Bogan
(Sally Palmer)
32 Myrtle St., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—77
I am happy to report that Annette (Lane) Bur
bank has received her Master’s Degree from Tufts
College. She has returned to teaching after a long
absence from the profession She is now a teacher
in the Wakefield Junior High School and is con
sidered one of the best by Wakefield citizens. It
certainly speaks well of her intentions that she
should put in the tremendous amount of work that
goes toward an advanced degree Congratulations,
Annette, and continued success in your teaching
career.
Florence (Gushee) Taylor speaks of herself as
just an “at homer.” What do you bet “home’s
apoppin’ ” ? She also reports a pleasant picnic this
summer at the home of “ Sid” (Evelyn Farris)
Knowles in Northeast Harbor. Several of the class
were in attendance.
I did not see many of you at Homecoming. I
suspect it may have been that I was not around at
the right time. Did see from a distance “ Buss”
Cogswell and Jack Snell and chatted with “ AP’
Nutting, “Cuddy” Bockus and George Dow.

DECEMBER, 1960
0

•r. Mrs. William B. Leger
(Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont St., Portland 4
A, A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—72
Dr. Ralph A. Hill of Orono has been appointed
research assistant in the field of chemistry at the
University, Pres. Lloyd H. Elliott announced.
Ralph has been serving as a part-time instructor
in chemistry. Since graduating with us he earned
his master’s degree in 1930 from the University of
Vermont and his Ph.D. in 1942 from Columbia.
Congratulations!
1928

1929

Miss Ruth Meservey
59 Vernon S t, Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—82
Carl D. True is vice president of the Augusta
Radio Club, which recently sponsored the fourth
annual Augusta Hamfest. Several hundred radio
ham operators from New England, New York, and
the Canadian Provinces attended.
Burleigh M. Hutchins, whose address is 2616
Center St., Bethel Park, Penn., is staff consultant
for the Rust Engineering Co., in Pittsburgh.
Roderic McClure, son of Jimmie ’33 and Mary
(Robinson) McClure has been presented with an
Eagle Scout award. Rod is a sophomore at the
University and his brother Alan is a senior in
Bangor High School.
1930

Mrs. Ernest J. Pero
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave., Westboro, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—95
Dear Classmates,
Mrs. Doris (La Pointe) Rounds joined the faculty
of the school in Stillwater when schools opened
in September. As I wrote earlier, Doris got her
degree last June, but she has taught for several
years. The last four have been at St. Mary’s School
in Bangor.
Congratulations to Professor Carl Flynn who
has been named assistant to Dean J. M. Murray ’25
of the College of Arts and Sciences. Carl assumed
these duties September 1. He was appointed in
structor in zoology in 1933. From 1936-40 he was
at Harvard where he earned his M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees. In 1940 he returned to the Maine faculty,
and earlier this year was promoted to the rank
of professor of zoology.
Frieda (Hatch) and Murdock Matheson ’32 have
recently moved from Castine to 63 Lake Streeet,
Waltham, Mass.
Our president Bill Daley got his picture in the
Portland Evening Express talking to President
Elliott before the varsity game with U. Mass, in
Portland on Saturday September 17th. It’s too
bad that the Portland Alumni and friends had to
see the team lose, but the record since then has
been creditable. Skip Goodwin, Syl Pratt, and
their wives were among others of our class to attend.
I’m hoping to see the Bates game and will look
for some of you there. If you got back for Home
coming, please let me know.
Representative Cliff Mclntire was one of three
panelists who discussed the subject of agriculture
before a two day meeting of Republican Candidates
for the House in Washington August 31 and Sep
tember 1. Others on the panel were Congressman
Laird of Wisconsin and Quie of Minnesota.
The sympathy of the class is extended to the
family of Bob Scott who was killed in the tragic
plane crash in Boston Harbor. For several years
he has been manager of the Westinghouse office
in Worcester, and he was with us for our 25th
Reunion. His son is a student at Worcester Jr.
College and his daughter a junior at Framingham
State Teachers’ College.

1931

Mrs. Sam Sezak

(Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St., Orono

from Colby College and will pursue his medical
studies at Tufts University. He has been employed
this past summer as an aide at Augusta General
Hospital and plans to specialize in surgery.
The Maine Audubon Society has a best seller in
its new book “Enjoying Maine Birds.” One of the
authors of this book is Howard Mendall.
Martha Wasgatt, assistant professor in home eco
nomics at Farmington State Teachers College, was
elected by the faculty to represent the college at
the annual conference of the New England Teacher
Preparation Association at Hotel Kenmore, Bos
ton, October 6-7. Miss Wasgatt will speak on a
panel discussion of various aspects of high educa
tion in special fields.
Waldo Harwood, Jr., is with Maine Line Fence
Co., Westbrook. His son Waldo III is entering
U. of M. in the Class of 1964 in the College of
Education.
Jessie Fraser is president of Athene Club of
Bangor and of the Bangor Branch of the A.A.U.W.
Class President Sam Sezak is eager to receive
suggestions from you concerning our Thirtieth Re
union in June. Drop him a note at Memorial
Gym, U. of M., if you have any ideas.
1932

Miss Angela Miniutti
55 Ashmont St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—117
Dr. Merle T. Hilbom is one of two U. of M.
agricultural scientists who have gained national
recognition for research into ways to fight fungus
diseases of food crops. A recent issue of Chemical
and Engineering News carries a feature article on
work done by Merle, a research professor of plant
pathology, and Mrs. Wanda K. Farr. The article
reports on a new research approach—enzyme sys
tem to fight fungus diseases of food crops—which
is gaining importance in the light of the govern
ment’s tough policy against toxic residues on food
stuffs. Congratulations, Merle!
Walter “Sunny” Sundstrom of North Berwick is
now teaching at Wells High School.
George M. Field of Church Hill Road, Augusta,
who is manager of the Social Security Office, is
seeking re-election to the School Board. A gradu
ate of the U. of M. in 1932 with an M.A. degree
in government, he was a high school teacher for
eight years. The Fields have two children—a girl
who was graduated from Cony High in June and
a boy in grammar school.
Murdock and Frieda (Hatch ’30) Matheson have
recently moved from Castine to 63 Lake St., Wal
tham, Mass.
It’s time again to wish you all many blessings
at Christmas and good health and happiness during
the New Year of 1961, and to wish that you would
send me news of yourselves and your families.
1933
(

Mrs. Robert E . Pendleton
Betty Barrows)
Island Falls, Maine
A. A. HAUCK FUND D O N O R S — 132
What a perfect day—October 9—this is! The
Pirates have won and we had wild duck for dinner.
Bob was the lucky hunter.
While I was at Teachers’ Convention in Portland
I had the good fortune to see and chat with
Merrita (Dunn) Anderson. We shall see Merrita’s
daughter Judy in the Nov. issue of the Alumnus
for she is a freshman at U. of M. Merrita visited
with Dottie (Blair) Bohnson who lives in South
Portland and teaches in the high school there. I
was also happy to see Inez Howe. She teaches at
Deering High School.
No doubt we missed seeing many in the Home
coming crowd at Orono, but we did see Dr. Wesley

A. A. H A U C K F U N D D O N O R S — 85

Ermo Scott was honored with a doctor of sci
ence in education degree at University of Maine’s
115th commencement exercises at the end of the
1960 summer session. Ermo is president of Farm
ington State Teachers College, a position he has
held for the last seven years. He has had a dis
tinguished career in the field of education including
positions as teacher at Castine, and New York
University, president of Castleton State Teachers
College of Vermont, and deputy of education in
the State Department of Education in Augusta.
Vince Cuozzo, veteran Bangor High Cross Coun
try Coach, is presenting a good crop of veteran
lettermen in his team this year. Vince’s team com
piled a record of six wins, two losses, and a tie
last season Vince is mechanical drawing instructor
at Bangor High, and lives at 370 High St., Bangor.
Stanley Painter, Jr. was awarded a $2000 Health
scholarship by the National Foundation for four
years’ study in medicine. He graduated in June
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Wasgatt and wife, Eleanor, and Henry Marcho
and his wife. (Please vote for October Homecom
ing—it’s perfect.)
Col. John Bankus is back in the States. His
new address is: Hq. Military Subsistence, Supply
Agency, 226 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill.
John Doyle of the Federal Aviation Administra
tion was among those who attended the dedication
ceremonies of the new Wiscasset Airport.
At the annual convention of the Independent In
surance Agents Association of Maine, held at the
Samoset Hotel in Rockland, James McClure was
elected third vice president. Another bit of news
of the McClure family is that I think son Allan
is a cross country runner.
Stan Prout is manager of Montgomery Ward in
Newark, N. Y. His daughter, Lucinda, entered
Wellesley this fall. There is a young man in the
Prout family, too, but his Dad will have to send
along news of him.
Phyl, ’36, we had fun at Homecoming, even if
our classmates weren’t there to give us items for
our columns. We are hoping we shall see the
Websters from Bangor again soon.
1934
|

Mrs. Donald P. Corbett
("Frankie” Dean)
109 Benton Ave., Waterville
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—103
Homecoming was really grand; nice weather and
wonderful plans for our pleasure. Do so wish
more of our classmates could have come. Perhaps
they were there and Don and I did not see them.
We had a nice visit with “Doc” Abbott at the
All Maine Women coffee in the gym. “Doc”
(David K.) has a son John at Bowdoin and a
daughter Jane who is just starting school. Doc is
V. Pres, of the Houlton Trust Co. and lives at
7 Leonard St., Houlton.
As we were waiting outside Balentine for our
daughter Ann ’61, who should show but “ Win”
Hoyt (Arthur Hoyt, J r.) from Presque Isle. “ Win”
and Ruth (Dow) have 4 children, Mary, a junior
at the U of M; Elizabeth, 14, Arthur, 13, and
Miriam, 11 years. “ Win” raises and ships seed
potatoes and breeds shorthorn beef cattle. He is
a member of the city council of Presque Isle, a
former chairman of the board of assessors of that
city, past pres, of the Aroostook Livestock Assn.,
and past pres, of the Maine Shorthorn Breeders
Assn.
James H. Page, glad to see your picture in the
paper! Jim attended the Maine Beef Pit Barbecue
in Hollis, back in Sept. He’s living at 54 S. Main
St., Caribou, and has a daughter Belinda S., 12,
and a son James Hampton, Jr., 7. Jim is V. Pres,
of Page Starch Co. and V. Pres, of Eastern Maine
Starch Co., Inc. He is a member of the Maine
Assn, of Engineers, chairman of the board of
directors of Cary Memorial Hospital, Caribou,
pres, of the Maine Inst, of Potato Starch Manuf.
Inc., a member of the Masons and a member of
the Citizens Comm, on the Survey of State Govt.
Speaking of Beef Barbecues, Norman Gray, Don
and I went over to your town of Fryeburg, as
you know, this fall with our herefords, showing
them at the Fryeburg Fair. We had a wonderful
day. Shall give what news I have of you: Norm
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has a daughter, Nan Louise, 19, and a son John
Frank, 12. Norman worked 12 years for the Great
Northern Paper Co. as supt. of the Spruce Woods
Dept.; has worked for the Maine State Forester
Service as supervisor of Keep Maine Green; has
been a consulting forester, and has worked 9 years
for C. B. Cummings and Sons as manager of the
N. H. Mills and woods operations.
Friend Gray has been a member of the Fryeburg
School Board for 12 years, past chairman of the
Western Maine Forest Forum, member of the
Maine Tree Farm Comm., chairman of Regenera
tion of White Birch Studies, member of Maine
Hardwood Assn., and V. Chairman of Oxford
County Soil Conservation District Besides all this
Norman raises hereford beef cattle. Norman has
for a hobby hunting and trapping—should tell him
of the duck I served Don last night with orange
sauce—‘D on shot it. By the way, Norman was the
outstanding exhibitor of herefords at the Fryeburg
Fair.
One word to all those who made such a wonder
ful Homecoming possible: “Thanks!!”
1935

Mrs. John L. Norris, Jr.
(Frances Knight)
Lyndonville, Vt.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS— 115
Jean G. Walker of 455 Main St., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., is Head of the English Department at
F. D. Roosevelt High School in Hyde Park, N. Y.
Roy I. Lawrence is now Foreman Welder at the
Bath Iron Works. He and Margaret (Avery—also
’35) live at 20 Park St., in Bath.
Hoping to receive news from you on a Christmas
card. Be sure you put me on your list!
1936

Mrs. Edwin P. Webster
(Phyllis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd., Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—97
Each year I look forward to Homecoming as a
time to really clean up on news of ’36ers, and
each year I am doomed to disappointment be
cause only a handful do I meet. Bob and Betty
Pendleton sat behind us at the game and Betty,
who, as you know, is the 1933 Class Secretary, and
I were commiserating with each other because of
the lack of attendance of our respective classmates.
We were, however, very happy to see John and
Libby Sealey whose son, Neil is in the freshman
class; Clyde Higgins; Hal Woodbury; Alvin (Buz)
and Roselle Heald; and Anora Peavey Fuller (Mrs.
Clarence) whose daughter, Marcia, is a Sophomore
Eagle. Anora lives at 119 Foster St., Melrose,
Mass, and I believe she has two other children
at home.
Our Class Meeting was attended by five: John,
Libby, Hal, Eddie, and I. Needless to say, no
momentous decisions were reached regarding our
25th Reunion.
Incidentally, we were very much in favor of the
October date for Homecoming. The weather was
beautiful and much more comfortable for us “old
folks.”
Norton Keene, science teacher at Monmouth
Academy, was granted a scholarship from the
National Science Foundation for further study. He
attended an 8 weeks’ summer institute at the
U. of Vermont this summer.
George Frame Jr. of So. Portland received the
Charles F. Kettering Merit Scholarship and is
attending M.I.T. as a chemistry major.
Edward T. White is postmaster at Vinalhaven.
Carl Worthley was married May 21st to Gladys
Moore Davis of Auburn. For 19 years, preceding
his retirement effective June 1st, Carl was County
Agent for Northern Aroostook County. He is
past president of both the state and New England
associations of county agricultural agents. The
Worthleys will reside in Auburn.
Carolyn Currier Lombardi (Mrs. Dennis) was
one fo 250 club-women who attended the 51st an
nual meeting of the N. E. Conference of State
Federation of Women’s Clubs at the Equinox
House in Manchester, Vt.
Jean Hadlock, 16 year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wendall Hadlock of Rockland, was one
of five Rockland riders to represent the Maine 4-H
clubs at the Eastern States Exposition, West
Springfield, Mass, in Sept.
James McPhee has emerged from the “ Lost
Files.” His address is 2812 No. 45th St., Mil
waukee, Wisconsin.
1937

Miss Alice R. Stewart
13 Chapel Rd., Orono
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS— 107
Red Bates, we find, is not the only member of
’37 studying at the University of Michigan. Les

Smith, who has a sabbatical from Purdue to work
on his Ph.D. in Agricultural Extension Education,
enjoyed discussing old times at Oak Hall with
Red at Michigan’s registration. While they couldn’t
seem to find many other students in our mature
age bracket, they both agreed that their venture
into graduate education was a must if they were
to keep up with the agriculture of the ’60’s and
’70’s. Les had just seen his oldest son Stephen
off to Indiana University where he will be study
ing journalism. Les’s present address is Apt. 46,
2129 Harvey St., Madison 5, Wis.
Bob Ohler’s daughter Priscilla, a 1960 graduate
of Cony High, is beginning her freshman year at
Barnard College. Bob himself has just been hon
ored by being elected President of the Maine
Heart Association.
The Alumni Office has sent along this month
the addresses of Harry Crabtree, 79 West Main
St., Ellsworth, and Gordon Coffin, Norway, Maine.
Concluding the list of freshman sons and daugh
ters of ’37 are: Ernest N. Jackson (Nolan B.),
Bruce R. Leighton (Harry), Linda Lord (Ruth
Kimball; Francis J. ’34; Leslie R., grandfather,
’08; Edith Jordan, grandmother, ’10), Robert W.
Martin (Wesley M.), David R. Scamman (Lucian),
William G. Simonton, Jr. (Dorothy Hutchinson),
Linda T. Springer (John), Daniell R. Spear (Rich
ard M.), William P. Stillman, Jr. (William P.),
and Jon C. Woodbury (Henrietta Cliff; Harold M.
’36).

1938

Mr. Robert L. Fuller
31 Andrews Ave., Falmouth Foreside
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS— 128
According to news from the Alumni Office, A1
Ellingson is moving from Revere, Mass, to Los An
geles—he will be systems engineer with North
American Aviation at the International Airport.
Congrats are due Howard Goodwin for achieving
the award of Chartered Life Underwriter from the
American College of Life Underwriters.
Leo Lieberman has a play due on Broadway
soon, “The Captains and the Kings.”
Ray McGinley has been appointed manager of
services at Old Town Mills by the Penobscot Chem.
Fibre Co. Ray has six children, the oldest, a son,
is a freshman at the U. of Vermont.
The line of bright lights have beckoned Buzz
Sherry back to N. Y.—where he will be sales
manager of the brand new American Hotel (to be
completed in ’62). It will be on 7th Ave., between
52nd and 53rd streets. Quite a modern looking
latch-up— Buzz is just the one to keep its 2000
rooms full.
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Hauck have moved to 1661
Crescent Place, N. W. Washington, D. C., Apt.
406.
And we were even able to find’ Bill Vague (no
matter how hard he tried to hide) way out in the
wilds of Pepperell, Mass. Bill teaches 9 and 10
grade English at Groton High.
Noticed Dick Barker’s picture in the Sunday
Telegram. As a Wiscasset selectman he was on
hand at the dedication of their new Airport.
1 9 3 9

Mrs. Linwood R. Card
(Charlotte Hennessy)
41 True St., Portland
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS— 113
Donald and Mildred (Dixon ’38) Haskell have
just moved into a new house on Taylor Road,
Holliston, Mass.
Six Future Farmers of America who won con
tests at the Maine FFA convention in June at
the University of Maine vied for North Atlantic
Region prizes in judging dairy cattle and poultry
at the Eastern States Exposition in Springfield,
Mass., in September. Kenneth E. .Clark vocational
agriculture instructor at Fort Fairfield, accompanied
the group.

1940

Edward K. Brann
(Anne Perry)
_
Box 78, Hampden Highlands
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—133,
From the Abington Advertiser of Rockland,
Mass., is news of a former Rockland resident,
Lyle Butler, Jr., who received a Navy Meritorious
Civilian Service Award, for his work in setting up
the success of the suggestion drives which resulted
in an overwhelming participation during Cam
paign 40 at the Office of Naval Material in Springfield. Lyle has been with the Springfield office of
the Navy Department since 1941, except for three
years in the Pittsfield office. He is married to the
former Ruth Southard and they have three children.
Another news clipping brings the information that
Michael Parker, son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Parker,
has been selected for the Naval Reserve Officers
Training Corps unit at Dartmouth College on a
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NROTC scholarship which includes summer cruises
with the Navy Department. He was valedictorian
of his class at Maine Central Institute last June,
having excelled in scholarship, skiing, other sports,
and public speaking, and was awarded the Masters
Cup for outstanding contribution to the school.
An item from the Lewiston Sun has this to say,
“ Lt. Col. Harold D. Higgins retired from the Army
after completing 20 years of active military service.
He was most recently assigned to the office of the
director of experimentation, U. S. Army Combat
Development Experimentation Center at Fort Ord,
Calif.
Stan Libby, president of the Buxton-Hollis Rod
and Gun Club, has been indulging in unusual
sport, having landed a 14 pound snapping turtle
(25 Inches Tip to Tip, with an 11 1/2 inch shell) with
a spear gun. Looks dangerous for Stan, but helped
make the water safer for others.
Mildred McGuire tells me it takes awhile to un
wind after a summer as director of the Y.W.C.A.
camp with which she has been connected for 18
years. During the school year Billie is director
of girls physical education at Bangor High School.
Virginia (Tuttle) Merrill, Solon, Maine, wrote
me a nice letter. Tutt was an unsuccessful candi
date for Somerset County Clerk of Courts in the
June primaries, b ut with a respectable vote for
a newcomer. She was secretary of the Somerset
County Caucus at the State Convention and is now
Democratic County Secretary. Tutt also is the
Solon correspondent for the Waterville Morning
Sentinel, plus teaching in Anson Academy. Her
husband (Wilford J. Merrill ’38) has been work
ing since July for Earle Bessey as a contact man.
How about dropping me a line about your do
ings, children, and so on? That kind of news is
fresher than newspaper items. Please.
1941
Mrs. Constance P. Leger
(Connie Philbrook)
Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelburne, N. H.
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William F. Parsons, 2782 Pinnacle Rd., Rush,
N. Y., is a senior project physicist with Eastman
Kodak Company in Rochester, N. Y.
Margaret (Romero) Coffin is now at 5413 Banewell Ave., Azusa, Calif. She’s currently a house
wife and was formerly at the Geology Department
at Arizona State College in Temple, Arizona.
Missed Homecoming this year, but hope to see
classmates at the Bowdoin-Maine game on No
vember 5 at Brunswick to get some news!
1942
Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner
(Bette Barker Kilpatrick)
80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—166
We have an author in our midst! Phil Pierce,
who it a Lt. Colonel in the Marine corps with more
than 18 years of service, has authored “The Com
pact History of the United States Marine Corps,"
and up-to-date history and the first new one on
this subject in 20 years. It provides a panoramic
review of the Corps and its men in an anecdotal
and narrative style. Advance reviews hailed Phil’s
book as a major contribution to American his
torical writing. It was published in May by Haw
thorne Books, Inc., New York. It is interesting
to note, too, that Pli l has been doing free lance
writing for 12 years or more with work in print
in such things as “Bluebook” “Argosy ” “Marine
Corps Gazette ” “Leatherneck," and “Encyclopedia
Britannica.""" (Home address: 3813 Keller Ave.,
Alexandria, Va.)
Ed Weed, who is assistant tax officer of the Bos
ton Safe Deposit and Trust Co. and lives in Wake
field, Mass., was graduated in June from the
Stonier Graduate School of Banking which is con
ducted by the American Bankers’ Association at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick, N. J. Ed
is married and has one daughter in sixth grade.
Gilman Horn is now doing research in the de
partment of chemical engineering at the University,
having been with the International Paper Co. for
13 years. The Horns have two children.
Reuben Burnham has been named district en
gineer for a newly established district of New Eng
land Tel. and Tel. Co. encompassing Augusta,
Waterville, Lewiston, and Rumford areas. He
has been with the company since 1946.
Up-to-date news on John Eldridge reveals that
he has acquired a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering
(1949 Minnesota) and is a Professor of Chemical
Engineering at the Univ. of Virginia. He is also
vice president of Reed Research Corp., Shelton,
Conn., and consulting engineer for Albemarle
Paper Co., Richmond, Va. His home address is
701 Locust Ave., Charlettesville, Va. He comes
to Maine summers—to Branch Pond, Ellsworth!
1 9 4 3 Mrs. Donald V. Taverner
(Olive Rowell)
9 Chapel Rd., Orono
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Greetings, classmates! Those of you who didn' t
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get to Orono for Homecoming missed a grand
week-end complete with sunny weather and a vic
torious football team!
“ Bud” Leonard claims that his hobby is worry
ing about business and that his wife, Fritza’s
occupation is cracking the whip. In answer to my
question, “ What are the children doing?” he re
plied that they are raising—something. Perhaps they
have a garden. Seriously, though, H. Grant Leon
ard, Jr., otherwise known as “ Bud” is the owner
of a retail coal-oil-lumber business and lives in
Andover, N. J. (P. O. Box 48). He is chairman
of the Andover Township Planning Board, Director
of the New Jersey Lumbermen Mortgage Corp.,
and past president of both the Tri-City Lumber
man’s Association and the Kiwanis Club.
Although not an alumna of Maine herself, Lois
Crabtree Johnson (Mrs. Justin O., Jr.) comes from
a U. of M. family and answered my news query
for Justin The Johnsons live at 16 Candle Rd.,
Levittown, Pa., with their children, Ronald, ,12
(interested in music, art, boating and scouting);
Elizabeth, 7 1/2 (interested in music, reading and
animals); and Justin III, 6 (known as “ Butch,”
at home awaiting entrance to a special class).
Since Justin left the teaching staff at Maine in
1951, he has worked for Brown Instrument Co.
in Philadelphia. He is now a supervisor in the
Design and Development department. His activi
ties include scout work, politics (assistant com
mitteeman), and church work. Lois says, “His
one hobby is working with radios and ours gets
rebuilt regularly!” Lois, helself, is very active in
church work and loves sewing and gardening.
The Johnsons are deeply interested in work with
foreign students. They have worked with Inter
national House in Philadelphia for several years
and have entertained people from France, Burma,
India, Egypt, and many other countries. It is
their hope that others will follow their example
and extend a warm welcome to these students
who are so far from their homes and friends.
The Johnsons keep in touch with the Norman
Youngs who live at 85 Clifton Ave., Marblehead,
Mass. Norman works for General Electric at Lynn
and has four children.
Ben Graham received his Ph.D. from Duke
University last June and is presently teaching
botany at Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa.
Ruth (Eastman) Lee lives in Augusta (MD2,
Merrilee Farm) and has one husband, Richard S.
Lee, and one daughter, age 2 1/2, Gertrude (Trudie)
Ellen Lee. Richard is a dairy farmer and orchardist.
Ruthie spends her spare moments hooking rugs,
and belongs to the Congregational Guild and the
Augusta Evening Extension Group.
Olin Lutes, of 16049 Dawn Dr., Hopkins, Minn.,
and Corliss have three daughters, aged 9, 8, and 4.
Olm is a physicist at the Minneapolis-Honeywell
Research Center. He enjoys tennis and bowling.
Active n church work, he is helping to form
a new church, which will be an Amish-UmversalistUnitarian Fellowship.
Season’s Greetings, everybody!
1944
Mrs. Everett P. Ingalls, Jr.
(Joyce R. Iveney)
27 Summit St., Woodland
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We didn’t make it to Homecoming, but will be
at the Maine-Colby game and hope to see some
familiar faces.
The Alumni Office has provided the following
address changes:
John M. Forrester, Jr.’s new address is 190
Old Harbor Rd., Chatham, Mass.
Richard B. Lidstone’s new address is P.O. Box
95, Huntington Beach, Calif.
Mrs. Harley Flaws (Barbara Wallace) is a new
art teacher in Robert Earley Junior High School
in Wallingford, Conn. Barbara and her husband,
also an art teacher, reside at 157 Tulip Drive,
Meriden, Conn.
Sam Snead’s partners in a recent golf exhibition
match at Aroostook Valley Country Club included
Fort Fairfield Club champion, Walter Reed, Jr.
Can’t let John have all the publicity, huh, Walter?
Albert Ehrenfried is director of market develop
ment of Tyro, Inc. He is president of Technical
Marketing Associates, Inc.
My form letters have been answered by three
(out of 20) classmates. I’ll send ten more this
month.
Charles Angel, Captain M.S.C.U.S.A., is a radia
tion biologist, who graduated from the University
of Rochester with a Ph.D. in that science in June
1960. He has three boys, ages 12, 10, and 5, and
their address is U. S. Army Tropical Medicine
Research Laboratory, A.P.O. 85, New York, N. Y.
Thanks for writing.
Esther (Randall) Baccas, 1507 28 St. So., Arling
ton 6, Va., spent six weeks in Maine this summer
and saw Ginny (Goodrich) Mclntire, Martha
(Allen) Irvine, and Olive (Bradbury) Landry. She
and her husband, who is a C.P.A., have a boy, 2,

and a girl, 8. Nice to hear from you, Esther.
Betty (Benson) Bachman, 38 Cedar St., Augusta,
filled out my form with many interesting notes on
her family. Her husband owns and operates Dow
Roofing Co., Inc., and her daughter, Pamela, is
in the junior class at Kents Hill School in Maine.
They have been to Florida annually, Bermuda,
and California, and plan to fly to British West
Indies this year. Wonderful to have news of you,
Betty. You asked for Sally Ryan’s address. It is:
Mrs. Frederick A. Beise, Holliston St., R.F.D.,
Medway, Mass.
1945

Mrs. Frank W. Spencer
(Doris Emery)
24 Sunset Dr., Beverly, Mass.
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A small item this summer in the Bar Harbor
Times told of Joyce (McLean) Mahler and Lloyd
visiting Joyce’s parents there. With them were
their seven children, Meribeth, Peter, Jane, Debo
rah, Douglas, Kenneth, and Stephen. Their home
address is 85 Rindge St., Weymouth Heights 89,
Mass.
Fred A. Rackliffe is a mechanical engineer with
the U.S.A.F., Wright-Patterson A.F.B., Ohio.
Robert M. Chase is president of the Maine Good
Roads Association and mail reaches him through
M. R.A., Box 127, Bangor. He and his wife,
Marjorie, had a third son born to them in May
of this year.
Remember that Bob is our class treasurer and
would welcome any delayed contributions to our
class fund.
This week I met Jean McKinney ’44 at Salem
Teachers College where we are both taking graduate
courses. She is teaching at Memorial Junior High
here in Beverly where our oldest daughter attends
as an eighth grader. Jean lives at Linebrook Road,
Ipswich, Mass.
Virginia (Wing) Moore is very busy this fall as
president of the York County Branch of the
A.A.U.W. and her husband, Tom, ’42, is state
agent for the Atlas-Royal Exchange Insurance
group. Their children are Duncan, 13, Kathy, 11,
and Jeanne, 9, and their address is 180 Ferry Road,
Saco.
Barkley and Virginia (Tufts ’49) Goodrich are
very busy in organizations and extra curricular
activities in Orono. Barkley is a sales engineer and
estimator with Bancroft and Martin Rolling Mills
Co., steel business. Their children are Peter, 10,
Martha, 8, and Susan, 6. Home is at 109 Main
St., Orono. About a year ago Barkeley saw Joseph
“ Red” Leclair who started out with our class.
Red is a patent attorney working for the U. S.
Pattern Office in Washington, D. C. He has six
children now.
Gordon Thompson and his wife, Barbara, live on
Hemlock Road, Boxford, Mass., and Gordon is
an engineer with General Electric in Boston.

1 9 4 6 Mrs. Eward

Harris
(Judy Fielder)
411 Elm Street, Fayetteville, N. Y.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—66
Read Parmenter has joined the staff at Weare,
N. H., Central School, teaching seventh and eighth
grade math and science.
Dr. Wilfred A. Cote was one of the speakers at
the recent World Forestry Congress in Seattle,
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Wash. He presented an illustrated talk with Dr.
Walter Liese of Munich, Germany, titled Explor
ing Wood with the Electron Microscope. Wilfred
spent the past year in Germany working on his
specialty, electron microscopy.
.
Donald Dodge, who was formerly associated
with the U. S. Air Force Dependent School pro
gram, has been appointed as export manager for
Forester Manufacturing Co., Inc., of Farmington.
Don has been in Japan for the last five years and
now plans to live in the Farmington area.
We finally did make it to Orono for a little
visit in September. The campus is alive with con
struction—men’s and women’s dorms, an Educa
tion building, work on an unfinished portion of the
Union Building, etc. And Theta Chi, burned out
a while back, has a new brick chapter house
roughly between the old North Dorms—those “ tem
porary” housing units for men—and the river.
Further along toward Stillwater, on the east side
of the highway, construction of faculty housing is
underway. The once-roomy campus is fast filling
up.
I had a wonderful visit with Mary (Spangler)
Eddy, who drove up from Camden one day with
the youngest three-fifths of her family. Husband
Bob, being a successful doctor, was tied up, but
we two gabbed as much as three small Eddys and
two small Harrises would allow, and even fitted
in a tour of the University cow and pig barns.
Spanky had seen both Harriet (Steinmetz) Fray
and Mary (Libby) Dresser and their families in
Camden during the summer.
A telephone conversation brought me up to date
on Shirley (Hathaway) Sibley and her family. Lee
and Glenice are in school and Keith, 2 1/2, keeps
things humming at home. Lee took a six-week
course in conversational French at the University
last summer. Shirley and Francis are learning the
joys—and the woes—of the pursuit of the golf ball!
Joanne (Springer) and Chuck Perry are our
Orono neighbors, but I didn’t manage even a peep
at them this year. I did see their curly-haired
Vicki running around the yard and also heard that
Joanne is teaching again this year.
Carol (Griffee) Porter is teaching again in the
East Brunswick, N. J., school system. Both she
and Roland attended the U. of M. summer school
session. Their new address is 6 Branton Drive,
East Brunswick, N. J.
1947

Mrs. Walter C. Brooks
(Peg Spaulding)
57 Leighton Street, Bangor
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—124
News is low—send the holiday greetings to me
including news items for the column!
Richard ’48 and Hazel (Starrett) Cutts live at
42 Central Street in Northfield, Vt. Dick is as
sistant professor of English at Norwich University
there.
Janice (Maxwell) Franszen lives a 149 Willow
Lane, Scotia, N. Y. Drop a line?

1948

Mrs. Richard S. Foster
(Jean Campbell)
15 Donamor Lane,
East Longmeadow, Mass.
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—185
We are in the midst of another glorious autumn
here in Western Mass. The colors seem especially
vivid this year and we can’t help thinking what
wonderful football weather! even though we are
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unable to see any of the games ourselves. If some
of you got to Orono for Homecoming why not
share some of the excitement with the rest of the
class through this column.
I had a nice newsy letter from Alice (Fonseca)
Haines last month that made me real nostalgic
about seeing old friends again. The years pass so
swiftly! A1 and Frank have purchased a new home
in their same area—a home with more space for
their three youngsters. The new address is 15
Bradway Ave., Trenton 8, N. J. Two of the
children are in school now—Nancy in the 4th
grade and Frankie in the 1st. Young Billy, nearly
3, however, manages to keep Alice from boredom
during school hours, not that she doesn’t have
plenty to occupy herself, serving as 1st vice presi
dent of P.T.A. and working with a Brownie troop.
Frank also keeps well occupied serving as treas
urer of the church nursery school, executive officer
of the 404th Civil Affairs Reserve Unit, vice presi
dent of the Reserve Officers Association, and
trustee of the local chapter of the American So
ciety for Public Administration. Incidentally, he
still finds time to earn a living with his job at the
Taxpayers Association.
It’s been a long time since we’ve had any news
from one Kendall R. Powers of 1810 Worcester
Drive, Pittsburgh 16, Pa. Courtesy of the Western
Pa. Alumni Assoc. Newsletter we are brought up
to date, more or less directly. He is now employed
by the Rust Engineering Co. as a Project and
Steel Mill specialist, acting as a mechanical engi
neering advisor and consultant on plant operation
and the design and operation of heavy equipment.
Having earned his Master of Science degree at
the U. of Pittsburgh in ’55 and received his Pro
fessional Engineers License in ’56, he has worked
for several firms through the years since ’48. Ken
was married in ’51 and has increased the popula
tion of Pittsburgh with 2 charming daughters,
Ramona and Marcia.
Peter J. Wedge has made a change of job and
is now with the Hartford Fire Insurance Co. After
training in Hartford and Portland, Joe will be in
Bangor, covering northern Maine. We will be ex
pecting news of an address change soon.
Fred McDonald has accepted the position of
manager of Public Information for the Travelers
Insurance Co. in Hartford, Conn.
Bob Browne still politicking—named chairman of
Penobscot County Reed for Governor clubs in
August, along with Ralph Hooke ’47.
Editor Arthur ‘Trapper’ Reynolds has been ap
pointed a graduate assistant in the English Dept,
at the University this year.
A simple little birth announcement brought lots
of new info about John Whalen and family.
First a new son, John Shaw, born in July; second,
the remarkable thing about this boy is that he
followed 2 girls that we didn’t have on record;
and thirdly, an address for the family not previ
ously recorded— 151 Herbert Ave., Fanwood, N. J.
“ Catie” (McCann) Foley has recently been named
teacher for the ABC Community Kindergarten in
Agawam, Mass. Catie, Pete, and daughter Mary
Catherine live at 123 Ingersoll Grove in Springfield.
Mrs. Oscar R. Hahnel, Jr.
(Julie Shores)
12 Jepson Ave., Lewiston
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—284
Here it is almost holiday time again, and here
is the news from ’49.
First of all, a belated wedding announcement:
Alfred J. Keith married Susan Malm on July 16
at Melrose, Mass. Susan attended Lesley College
and was head technician of the clinical laboratory
at New England Deaconess Hospital. The home
address is Northport.
And in the new baby department. Jim and
Norma Mollison have a son to keep Anne, 8, and
Martha, 7, company. James Edwin was born
Sept. 11. Jim is a production engineer with In
land Container Corp. and home is 615 E. 49th
St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Oscar and I have a new daughter, Karen Ann,
born Sept. 12. Alan, 9, and Adria, 7, are both
delighted with their new sister.
Liz (Clark) Cusack recently moved to the Pitts
burgh area. The full address is 271 Orchard Drive,
Mt. Lebanon, Pittsburgh 28, Pa.
Colleen “Sparkie” (Richardson) Coates is teach
ing the third and fourth grades in the Cornish
Elementary School and is also coaching basketball
in the seventh and eighth grades. Sparkie and
Bruce have one son, Steven.
Homer Hinkley is currently a supervisor of the
Dairy .Herd Improvement Association in the Twin

Counties which means a lot of traveling. His
route takes him to 27 or 28 farms each month; in
addition, Homer is building his own home in
Turner.
Another busy man this summer was John Chap
man who was chairman of the Penobscot River
Marathon. This 72 mile boat race is from Bangor
to Bucksport and there were eight classes of boats
entered.
Dr. Richard Andrews was honored by the Ameri
can Farm Economic Association in recognition of
the superior quality of his research in agricultural
economics as exemplified by his research report,
“ A Study of the Sweet Corn Industry in the
Midwest Farm Economy.” After receiving his B.S.
from Maine, Dick went on to take his M.S. from
Penn State University and his Ph.D. from the
University of Minnesota. He is on the staff of
the Univ. of New Hampshire.
Stanley J. Miller, microwave engineer with the
Lincoln Lab at Lexington, Mass., is the author of
an article in the Sept. 1960 Microwave Journal.
He and Hilda (Livingston ’51) live at 17 Ruth
Drive, Framingham, Mass.
That seems to be all the news for this month
so I will appeal to each and every one of you for
just a line to tell us any news. And in the mean
time, Merry Christmas.
,
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Mrs. George R. Brockway
(Ellie Hansen)
R. D. #3, West Auburn
A. A. HAUCK FUND DONORS—452
Carleton and Betty (Arnold) Smith and family
spent the summer in Bar Harbor. Smitty worked
with the U. S. Park Service. They enjoy the Se
attle, Wash, area, but their hearts are in Maine.
The family is now 2 boys and a girl.
“ Bull” Hallsey is a teacher and coach at Morse
High. The Hallseys and four children reside at 18
Bedford Rd., Bath.
The Ed Chase family (Marilyn Jones) now live
in Ashland.
I’ll bet the kiddos in the Bloomfield, Conn,
schools get good lunches because Joyce Henderson
is the director of the School Cafeterias. Joyce lives
at 34 Argyle Ave., West Hartford.
Jay Calkins is now the principal of Bingham
High School.
More than a year ago Rachel, Ruth, and Ber
nard joined the household of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Austin and daughters Mary Ellen, Carol, and Beth.
The triplets are the first ever born in Bingham
according to 148 years of town records. Bernie
is a life insurance representative in the BinghamJacknian area.
Sterling C. Morris is now city manager of St.
Albans, Vt. He is a former city manager in W ar
ren and Camden.
George Gonyar is program director of WABITV, Bangor.
Bill Jordan of Portland was curator and host of
the Court House at Dresden this past summer. He
teaches history and is chairman of the department
of social sciences at Westbrook Jr. College. For
three years Bill has been working on an index to
the more important Portland newspapers, beginning
in 1784, as an aid to historical research. He has
specialized in the study of Maine local history.
Chuck Barr and family are now living in Med
ford, Mass, where he is a sales engineer for LouisAllis Co.
The Sherm Coles became the proud parents of
a daughter, Cynthia Louise, last April 15th.
David Clark is the new municipal manager of
St. Johnsbury, Vt. David received a Master’s in
Public Administration from N. Y. Univ. and was
formerly the manager of So. Burlington, Vt., inter
im town manager of Old Town, planning engineer
in Stratford, Conn., the supt. of building public
work projects in both Maine and Conn., and most
recently a temporary municipal govt, consultant in
Bristol, Conn.
Jim McManus is the manager of the new A. &
P. in Dover, N. H.
The president of the Bangor Chapter of the
National Assoc, of Accountants is Paul E. Keene
who is an accountant for C. F. Hathaway Co. in
Waterville.
David Ramsay, product manager at Transitron,
lives at 18 High St., Greenwood, Mass.
Roland MacLeod attended the School of Finan
cial Public Relations at Northwestern Univ. this
past summer. This is a professional school for
bank public relations and advertising executives
and provides a well-rounded, practical background
for individuals concerned with public relations,
advertising and business development in financial
institutions.
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Robert F. Cameron, 36 Park Ave., Wakefield,
Mass., is presidnt of Northshore Rent-Alls, Inc.
The classified advertising manager for the Bangor
Daily News is Wyman Rice. The Rices and four
children live at 43 Larkin St., Bangor.
Lawrence Murphy was named manager of the
W. T. Grant Co. store in Holyoke, Mass. The
Murphys have five children and reside in the
Holyoke area.
Roland Gallant attended the Foreign Language
Institute at the U. of M. this past summer.
Wendell Wood is manager of Eastern Motors,
Inc. of Houlton. He was married in August to
Theresa Cameron who was employed as operating
room supervisor of the Madigan Memorial Hos
pital in Houlton.
Ed Libby attended the School of Banking last
summer held at Williams College.
Paul Ellis is promotional director of the Rangeley Lakes Region Chamber of Commerce.
Carroll Polyot was reelected president of the
Penobscot Chapter, Maine State Employes Assoc.
I wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year!
1951

Mrs. Frank J. Schmidt
(Mary-Ellen Michaud)
326 Union, S.E.
Grand Rapids 6, Michigan
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Roberta Adams ’62 is engaged to William Finnemore. Miss Adams is majoring in Medical Tech
nology. William is working in Soil Research at
the U. of M.
Jacqueline Andrews was married to Robert Nason
in Bangor in September. Mrs. Nason is a graduate
of Husson College.
Andrew Messner has accepted a teaching position
in Vernon, Conn.
Chester Norris is the director in the new Consoli
dated Motors, Inc., formed by the merger of
Norris Brothers, Inc , and R. B. Harriman Co.
Capt. and Mrs. Edgar Gammon were among the
Maine delegates to represent the state at the 82nd
General Conference of the National Guard Ass.
at Honolulu, Hawaii.
George Knight has joined the T. C. Blake, Inc.
adjusting company in South Portland. He will
handle casualty and automobile claims and fire
losses.
Joyce Foss received her M.S. degree from the
State University of Lowa this June.
Richard Johnson has recently accepted employ
ment with the Soil Conservation Service of the
United States Dept, of Agriculture.
Lawrence Potter has been a research associate on
a post-doctoral fellowship in the Department of
Poultry Science, University of Connecticut. In
October Lawrence joins the research staff of Vir
ginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va., where
he will be involved in research in the nutrition of
turkeys with the Department of Poultry Husbandry.
The Potter family consists of Loraine (Bolstridge),
Clare, 9, Charles, 7, and James, 2.
Enjoy these festive end of the year holidays and
send some news my way.

education director at Wiscasset High School the
past seven years, has been named submaster of
the school.
Parnell S. Hare is now teaching in the ConcordCarlisle High School, Concord, Mass. Since ’52
Parnell has done extensive graduate work in the
fields of chemistry and physics at the Univ. of
N. H., Univ. of Maine, and Ohio State University,
the latter in connection with a National Science
Foundation fellowship. He has previously taught
at Westbrook High School and Portland High
School.
Graydon A. Erickson is an instructor in physical
education at Buker and Hodgkins schools in
Augusta. He has taught at Leavitt Institute in
Turner; Kingfield and Mexico schools, and at Little
ton, N. H.
Charles H. King is now teaching at Groton, Conn.
George C. Sackley is engaged to Stacia Eraklis
of Portland. She is a graduate of Westbrook Junior
College. Besides Maine, George also attended
Lowell Institute at M.I.T. and served two years
with the U. S. Army.
1953

Mrs. Davis E. Wiggin
(Jeanette Hovey)
Box 254, Castine
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Hi Classmates
Our secretary, Eini, dropped a card from Finland.
Before going to Norway, she spent a week there
with her relatives. She sounds as if she’s, having
a glorious time.
Ann Grumley has her M.D. She opened her
office August 1st at 8988 Bird Road, Miami, Flori
da. Her practice is limited to infants and children.
Congratulations, Ann!
Robert Page has recently received his master’s
degree in Library Science from the University of
Washington, Seattle. He has been appointed to
the faculty of the University of Nevada in Reno.
Dr. Charles Cushing garduated from Harvard
School of Dental Medicine. While there he was
chosen the “ most promising junior” and as a senior
received the Harvard School of Dental Medicine
Alumni Scholarship. He has joined Dr. Edward
Peaslee of Augusta as an associate dentist.
Fred Hutchinson and his wife, Dionne (Wil
liams ’55) are at Penn State University where Fred
is working for his Ph.D.
Ray Bowden is the new guidance director at
Traip Academy. He and his wife are living in
Kittery.
Robert Osborne is engaged to Mrs. Frances Mar
tin Minor. He and his future wife are living in
Kittery.
Mr. and Mrs Alan Walden have their first baby,
a girl, Pamela Ladd, born May 13, 1960.
Richard and Jean (Hoyt) Tauscher have an
nounced the birth of their first child—a son, David
Dean, who was born on September 26. Dick is
a senior at Maine majoring in history and govern
ment They live on Stillwater Ave. in Orono.
Doug and Anne (Libby) Kneeland had a son,
Wayne Curtis, born on July 12th. They have three
other children, Debra Jo, 7, Libby Anne, 5, and
Bruce Douglas, 2 1/2. Doug is Copy Editor on the
Foreign Desk of the New York Times They are
now living at 84-71 159th St., Jamaica 32, N. Y.
1954

Mrs. Charles Begley
(Jeanne Frye)
Waldoboro
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So glad to hear from Nancy (Knowles) Moore.
She, John, Peter, and Heidi moved in Sept, to
their new home on Granite Street in Medfield, Mass.
It’s a four bedroom Garrison-Colonial, which gives
them a lot more room. Nanc says they have oodles
of trees around the house . . . it all sounds just
wonderful.
Adelaide (Grant) and Bill Ruby have recently
moved with their two little girls from Long Island
to a new split level at 31 Inverness Rd., Hearth
Stove Estates, Norwood, Mass.
John Leathers is working as a Game Warden
and his address is St. Francis, Maine.
Harry M. Easton was recently promoted to
Northeastern District Sales Manager of Cup Di
vision Scott Paper Co., Phila., Pa.
Kenneth L. Wilson is a sales engineer with Westinghouse Electric Corp. in Hartford, Conn. Home
address: 35 West Gardner St., Manchester, Conn.
Dr. Allan R. Corey of Hallowell has been ap
pointed by Animal Industry Chief Francis G. Buzzell as Maine state veterinarian in charge of animal
diseases For the past four years, Allan has been
assistant to the state veterinarian.
Eugene C. Stover, Jr., who has been physical

DECEMBER, 1960

Mrs. Charles E. Lavoix
(Jane F. Mclnnis)
RFD 1, Ellsworth
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Hello again! The new arrival department:
Merry Jane arrived on October 5; the proud
parents are Harmon and Jane (Stevens) Harvey.
Won’t little Martha Jean, Steven, and Michael be
pleased?
Nancy (Cameron ’55) and John DeWilde wel
comed Jennifer Sue last May 16 to join sister
Catherine who is 2 1/2. John is a production fore
man with Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. and the
DeWildes arc residing at 109 Pine Rd., Sewickley,
Pa. I received a nice letter from Nancy with lots
of news of other classmates they recently visited—
among them:
Gail and Carlton MacLean who have three boys
—3, 2, and 10 months. “ Mac” has a new position
with Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Nancy and John had a nice visit with Al and
Judy Bingham who have two girls, and Priscilla
and Brian Simm who have two boys.
On September 22, Mary (Moore) and Douglas
Smith welcomed Nathaniel into their home. The
Smiths along with their two other children can be
found at RFD 1, Ellsworth—neighbors of ours!
Engagements:
Mary MacKinnon to Leon Nelson of Poland.
Mary has been employed by the Maine Depart
ment of Probation and Parole. Lee is a graduate
of Antioch College in Ohio and is associated with
Mt. Washington T.V., Inc., Portland. Mary was
entertained at a shower given by a fellow class
mate, Jean (Wyman) Weatherbee and attended

by these 54’ers—Peggy (Thompson) Homans,
Jennette (Bishop) Fox, and yours truly. A good
time was had by all!
Ethel Robinson, Portland to Olin K. Johnson,
Westbrook. Miss Robinson was graduated from
St. Joseph’s College and Mercy Hospital School
of Technology. Olin is associated with his father
in the cigarette vending business in Portland.
Wedding bells for—
Kenneth Barnard was married to Mary Lee
Rogers August 27. The Barnards can be found at
29 Granite Street, Auburn.
New jobs, promotions:
Sewell Millett is the new mathematics and sci
ence instructor at Carmel High School.
Rev. Charles D. Hoyt has been appointed minis
ter of the Portland Methodist Church.
Joseph Kriteman will head and develop a physi
cal therapy department at Colbert County Hospital
in Sheffield, Alabama.
H. Allen Fernald will be assistant buyer of tex
tiles at Western Electric’s Purchasing organization
headquarters in New York City.
Herman D. Downs has been appointed assistant
principal of Lunenburg, Mass. Elementary Schools.
Rev. Richard K. Bailey has been appointed
chaplain of the 1st Battle Group of the 181st In
fantry, Massachusetts National Guard. He is be
ginning his fourth year as minister of the First
Congregational Church in Clinton, Mass.
Margaret (Thompson) Homans will be a new
member of the YWCA gym staff in Bangor.
Andrew Rines, who teaches physical education
and science at Pawcatuck Junior High School in
Connecticut, recently received his master of
science degree in school administration at the
University of Connecticut.
Miscellaneous:
Robert Chase is married to the former Lorraine
Hutchinson of Ridlonville and they have a son,
Richard and a daughter, Barbara.
Among the boats participating in the Moosehead
Lake Regatta in August was the Little R owned
by Lou Hilton.
Miss Hilda Sterling
614 Lafayette Street
Jamestown, N. Y.
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It is time again to welcome the holiday season—
Joyeux Noel.
Peter and Margaret (Libby ’53) Standley have
two children, Peter Leslie, March 17, 1957, and
Pamela Gene, September 22, 1959. He is an ex
perimental engineer for Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Corp. at CANEL (Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear
Engine Laboratory). Their address is P.O. Box
195, East Hampton, Conn.
This year, Jane Bacon is teaching at Plattsburgh
High School, Plattsburgh, N. Y. She had been a
faculty member at the Garland Street Junior High
School, Bangor. Jane is living at 184 Oak St.,
Plattsburgh.
“ Butch” Walker, a district engineer in the Mt.
Hood National Forest, says that he saw Clay Beal
'54 skiing on Mt. Hood last year. Occasionally,
he sees “Doug” Ludwig ’56 and Walt Bennett,
who are foresters for the U.S.F.S. in Zigzag, Ore
gon. He adds that “Fitz” Fitzpatrick is a forester
on the Lake District of Mt. Hood. Butch can be
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reached at the Parkdale Ranger Station, Parkdale,
Oregon.
James Kraske was married to Carolyn Pelczar on
August 22, 1959. The couple lives at 1036 Findley
Drive, Apartment 1, Pittsburgh 21, Penn.
Warren and Betty (Forss) Philbrook announce
the March 14 arrival of David Warren. He joined
“big sister,” Francie Jean, who celebrated her
third birthday in August. Belated congratulations
can be sent to Box 483, Warren.
George ’54, Wendy (Dow), and two-year old
Billy Ricker welcomed Ruth Ellen into their house
hold on April 27. George is a guidance counselor
in Calais and Woodland high schools. Their ad
dress is Box 87, Red Beach.
Janet (Marston) Bodwell writes that “our third
new member of the family, Richard Scott, arrived
on May 14.” Now, roll call includes Bill ’50,
Jan, Karen, Jimmy, and the new addition. They
make their home at 11 Snow Park, Bath.
Merle and “Tickie” (Turner ’56) Noyes send
word of their offsprings, Cynthia Jane, September
11, 1958, and Roy Ordel, February 15, 1960. The
•family resides at 317 Delaware Ave., Milford,
N. J.
Frank Fenno is a sales representative for the
Corning Glass Works in its San Francisco terri
tory. He and Joan (Whyte) have three children,
Karen Lee, Frank IV, and Stephanie Lynn. They
live at 1451 Revelstoke, Sunnyvale, Calif.
George Davis is an industrial relations assistant
for the Bethlehem Steel Company. In his job, he
handles local labor and management relations in
the mills division of the Lackawanna plant. His
address is 502 Armor Rd., Hamburg, N. Y.
The Durst family—Ted, Ruth (Dow), Terri Anne,
Ricky, and Larry—have moved to 2 Peach St.,
Walpole, Mass. Ted, who finished at Maine in
June, is a chemical engineer for the Bird Machine
Company.
Emerson ’54 and Esther (Babb) Colby enjoyed
a ten-week tour of Europe last summer. This fall,
they began their fourth year at Michigan State
College, where he is a junior in the School of
Veterinary Medicine. Em received his master’s
degree in June 1959. Esther, who is a medical
technologist in the Anatomy Department, received
her master’s degree in anatomy on June 12. Their
address is 1404K Spartan Village, East Lansing,
Mich.
Real Corriveau sends his best regards to Paul
Mudgett, Bill Dow, Winston Jay, and Tom Sulli
van. Since he left Maine, Real has been studying
for the priesthood with the Missionary Oblates of
Mary Immaculate. “ I took my Perpetual Vows of
Poverty, Chastity, and Obedience last September.
At the present time, I am completing my theologi
cal studies, and I am looking forward to being
ordained a priest in June.” His address is Brother
Real Corriveau, O.M.I., Oblate College and Semi
nary, Box 149, Natick, Mass.
Ed ’56 and Joyce (Reynolds) Ludwig reside at
254 Lancaster Ave., West Springfield, Mass., with
their children, Lori and Ricky. Ed is a chemical
engineer for the Monsanto Chemical Company.
Thomas Fickus writes that he teaches science in
a junior high school where he is a track coach,
too. He adds that he is working for his guidance
certificate. Tom and his family—he has two girls
and a boy—are living on Long Year Rd., Shokan,
N. Y.
Ralph and Mary Lu (Page) Hatstat were mar
ried on February 21, 1953. Their happy family
includes Susan Mary, December 30, 1956, and
Nancy Anne, February 11, 1958. During his twoyear hitch (May 1953-May 1955) in the army, Ralph
spent one year in Germany. They live on Malden
St., Holden, Mass.
Howard Surrett is a standards checker with the
A. C. Lawrence Leather Co., Peabody, Mass. His
address is 397 Essex St., Salem, Mass.
Betty Dalzelle resides at 2754 Pierce St., San
Francisco, Calif. She is an assistant office man
ager with the International Paper Company.
Bernard Deschanes and his wife have three
daughters—Paula Marie, Teresa Ann, and Deanna
Lee. The family lives at 729 Stillwater Ave., Old
Town.
Names and Places . . .
Edward W. Knight, Jr., 11 James St., Holbrook,
Mass.
Robert N. Biette, 4 Glenmere Circle, Reading,
Mass.
Joseph R. Harris, 5302 Michaux St., Houston
9, Texas.
Franklin A. Brangwynne, 124 Maryland Lane,
Jacksonville, Arkansas.
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Alan D. Cederstrom, 31 Cottage Hill Rd., Glens
Falls, N. Y.
Donald F. Littlefield, 5204 Chateau, El Paso,
Texas.
Erlon Varney, 116 Emery St., Portland.
Mrs. William D. Johnson (Mary Atkinson), 21
Spruce St., Exeter, N. H.
Georgianna Crockett, 38 Harrison Ave., DoverFoxcroft.
Iva Lee Perkins, 208 Hunting Ridge Rd., Stam
ford, Conn.
Mrs. Merton L. Smith (Martha Critchell), Pleas
ant St., Phillips.

1956 Miss Judith A. MacPherson

at Fort Fairfield High and not a social studies
teacher. Sorry, Don.
Ellie Bryant is teaching third grade at Chester,
Conn.
Bob Coupe is a student pastor of the First Con
gregational Church in Milford while studying at
the Bangor Theological Seminary. He and his
wife, Antoinette (Aicich) of Weiton, West Vir
ginia, have two children.
Myra “ Mike” Goldman expects to receive her
M.S. degree in Phys. Ed. from Penn State this
June. This past year Mike has served as a gradu
ate assistant in the Women’s program in Phys Ed.
Theodore Huber has been hired to teach math
and physics and Steve Podalsky to teach business
math and shop—both at Brewer High. Darrold
Mitchell has been hired to teach seventh grade in
Brewer Junior High.
Thanks to Bob Smith, I have some news of two
of our classmates. . . . Bob Margolin recently mar
ried Phyllis Jacobson of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. Bob
is now teaching on Long Island after receiving
his master’s from Columbia. Richard Alin is
teaching in Tarrytown, N. Y. Bob also wrote that
he is engaged to Fran Lindenberg and is now in
his last year of medical school in Philadelphia.
His address is 4119 Walnut St. Phil. 4, Pa. Thanks,
Bob.
Joan (Knight) and A1 Day have recently moved
back to Fitzwilliam, N. H.—Box 72.
Some engagements . . .
Beverly Wescott to Robert "Jiggs” Cecchini.
Beverly is a graduate of Husson College and is
now employed by the Bangor Drug Co. in Bangor.
Jiggs, as you know, is a teacher-coach at Brewer.
Shirley Spencer to Harland Bragg. Shirley is
employed at the Quartermaster Research Center in
Natick, Mass.
And wedding bells rang for . . .
Nancy-Lee Patterson and James Graham. NancyLee is a graduate of the Berkeley School and is
with the First National City Bank of N. Y. Jim
is completing his engineering studies at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute.
Joan Brown and Mahlon Kirk. Both are em
ployed by the S. D. Warren Co. Their home is
at So. Windham.
Dottie Jewell and Paul Bolduc. Dottie is teach
ing home economics in Newton, Mass, and Paul is
teaching in Waltham, Mass.
On Sept. 21, ’60 Mary “ Sis” (Donnell) and
Don Burchard had a new baby girl, Gayle Ellen.
Brenda Lynn, their other daughter, is now two
years old.
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Winter is settling in up here—antifreeze and snow
tires are the order of the day. The sky is lowery
and threatening snow most of the time. Off in
the distance the mountains are white-crowned and
sparkling under a rare azure sky. We have less
than twelve hours of daylight, and those hours
are rapidly diminishing. Though I’ve been here
less than three months, I am already imbued with
the magic of the atmosphere. It’s a great place
to be—I recommend the experience to all and
sundry. Now that I have euphorized, let’s get down
to what’s happening to you!
Kenneth W. Tryon is now affiliated with Eastern
Air Devices as a project engineer and lives in
South Berwick with his family.
Nancy Gentile is serving now as a full time
guidance director at Bangor High School, having
been a part-time guidance director and teacher of
English there for the last two years. Congrats,
Nancy!
Mrs. Catherine Zeigler has joined the faculty at
Orono High School this year as a teacher of lan
guage arts.
First Lt. Nelson O. Newcombe has been as
signed as recruiting officer of the Army’s main
recruiting station at Bangor. He and wife Carol,
and Walter, Jeffrey, and Dawn are living in Hamp
den.
Robert W. Gray has obtained a position with
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany as a commercial representative in sales.
Bob and his wife live at 193 Franklin Street in
Bucksport.
A note from Judith Harvey Curtis (Mrs. Chester
R.) tells us that she and Chet are living perma
nently in Millbridge where Chet is Field Service
Manager for the Maine Blueberry Growers. Judy
and Chet have two children—Daniel Mark, 2 1/2
months, and Cathy, 3 years.
Marjorie (Mealey) Devine attended the National
Delta Delta Delta Convention held at Lake Placid,
New York, this summer. Marge was the official
delegate from the Bangor Tri-Delt alumnae chap
ter. She and Ron live at 373 Broadway, and
Marge is teaching home economics at Bangor
High School while Ron is with the Bangor Daily
News.
Jan Saleeby is with the Maine State Park Com
mission as a civil engineer in design and develop
ment. Jan is living on Memorial Drive in Winthrop.
Clayton W. Dodge has been awarded a National
Science Foundation Fellowship for work towards
a doctorate degree in mathematics at Brown Uni
versity. Clay was an assistant professor at the
University prior to beginning his study at Brown
in Providence, Rhode Island.
Nicholas F. Khoury was graduated from Tufts
Medical School this summer past and is now in
terning at the Maine Medical Center at Portland.
James C. Woodbrey was graduated from Michi
gan State University last June with a Ph.D. in
chemistry. Congratulations, Jim!
Space has brought me to a halt, folks. Send your
doin’s to me so we’ll all be posted on the news
of the 56’ers! More next month!

Miss Kathie Vickery
2403 Nichols Ave., Stratford, Conn.
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•Paul and Nancy (Aird) Prescott’ are living at 26
Morris Road, Schenectady 4, N. Y. Paul is in
the Research Training Program with General Elec
tric Co. Nancy writes: “Job and address are both
new. Also, Christopher Paul Prescott, born June
14.”
Barb Kelley, Lieutenant Junior Grade, of the
United States Navy, wrote us that she’s being
transferred from Florida to Washington, D. C.—
4201 Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Apt. 268 W.
She expects to see Laurel Kealiher, who is also
in D. C. Barb loves the Navy, her work is inter
esting, and she has a new Volvo car. Be sure to
look Barb up if you’re in the capitol.
W. Wyatt ’56 and Gayle (Prince) Shorter had a
son born on June 29, 1960. Wyatt attended Maine,
and graduated from Virginia Military Institute, and
then received his master’s degree from Maine in
1957. They live in Franklin, Va. Gayle’s dad is
Ralph ’32 and her grandfather is Charles ’06.
William McEvoy is in the resale division of the
Tileston and Hollingsworth Company (paper deal
ers) of 211 Congress St., Boston 10, Mass.
Since I’ve been located here in Connecticut, I
haven’t had many letters. Get me on your Xmas
card list and include news!

1957

1959

Mrs. Gary Beaulieu
(Jane Caton)
484 Notre Dame Ave.
Manchester, N. H.
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I was recently informed by my “dear” brotherin-law that since “ we” are no longer “kids,” my
column shouldn’t begin with “hi kids” ! I don’t
think I’ve ever had such a hard time starting a
column—little did I know what an animal of
habit I am! So here I am—pencil in hand and
blank in mind because my routine’s been broken!
First, let me correct an item I had in last month’s
Alumnus. Don Hackett has been named principal

1958

Miss Suzy Dunn
21 Chauncy St., Apt. 44
Cambridge, Mass.
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Please continue the informative letters that so
many of you sent last year. It’s impossible to
keep up with all the news and changes of addresses
unless we are notified.
New addresses have been received for the fol
lowing:
Joellen Anderson is now residing at 76 Ocean
House Road, Cape Elizabeth.
Dave and Peggy (Blair) Abbott are living at 423
East 70th St., New York, N. Y., while Dave is
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working on his master’s degree at N.Y.U.
Stephen Squiers’ new address is 684 Second St.
Pike, Southampton, Penna.
Lee Melugin is residing at 39 West Broadway,
Lincoln. He is a mechanical engineer for Standard
Packaging Corp.
David and Judy (Ward) Marshall are now re
siding at Apt 43C, Charlesbank Gardens, Charlesbank Way, Waltham, Mass
Richard Farnsworth, while working for General
Electric, is living at 11 Spruce Drive, Dover, N. H.
David and Nancy (Bradford) Dubay’s new ad
dress is 62 Maynard Rd., Sudbury, Mass.
Charles Stansel can now be reached at: 4th
Msl Bn., 55th Arty, A.P.O. 23, New York, N. Y.
Ray ’58 and Tammy (Welch) Rancourt, who were
married in June, are now reesiding at 3 Baldwin
St , New Brunswick, N J. While Tammy is doing
graduate work at Rutgers, Ray is employed by
the Hillside school system.
Joseph and lone (Mclver) Golden were married
in September. They are now living at 4839 Ather
ton Ave., San Jose, Calif. lone is teaching school
while Joseph is employed by the Bank of America.
Another September wedding was that of Daniel
and Victoria (Sevenliss) Flanagan. They are resid
ing at Lake Ronkonkoma, N. Y.
George and Ingrid (Jadamowitz) Seuffert are
residing at 426 17th St., Charlottesville, Va., while
George is doing his medical internship at the Mayo
Clinic They are now the proud parents of a
baby boy, born in June.

1960

Miss Elizabeth A. Colley
197 Fairfield Rd.,
Caldwell Township, New Jersey
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Time passes, sometimes fast and sometimes slow,
but news of engagements and marriages keep com
ing in steadily to me each month.
Recently engaged were Cathy Ayer and Philip
Curtis. Cathy and Phil are planning to be married
in November. Other engagements of interest are
those of Barbara Connors to Neal Doucette and
Helene Haskell of Livingston, S. I., to Alan
Nichols Helene and Alan are planning a January
wedding At present Alan is with the Port of New
York Authority. The engagement of Sandra Foss
of Auburn to Max Stewech has also been an
nounced. Max is with the Radio Corporation of
America in Somerville, N. J.
Now living at 98 Birch Street in Bangor are
Joseph and Ann (Gallagher) Goody. Ann is a
former Bangor girl. Jim and Nancy (Small) Rus
sell are living at Thomsen Rd., in Hampton, N. H.,
where Nancy is teaching and Jim is employed by
the Esso Standard Oil Company in Portsmouth,
N. H In Orono are William ’61 and Jane (Libby)
Littlefield. Jane is working as a dietician at the
U. of M. Dave and Anne (Reynolds) Gagnon
are living in Plainfield, N. J , where Dave is work
ing as a mechanical engineer for the Esso Research
and Engineering Co. of Linden, N. J. Peter (’59)
and Kay (Sawyer) Hannah are in Coos Bay, Ore
gon. Pete is employed by the U. S. Forest Service.
In Boston arc Charles and Ann (Trainer) Hills.

SCOP
A new direction in prose . . .
Short stories, essays, poems.
SCOP # 1 — On sale Nov. 21, 50
SCOP # 2 — Feb. or March.
FUGUES FOR NERVES & THIGHBONES—
Poetry annual, $1.00
All three for $1.50, subscribe now.
SCOP, Box S, 4 Fernald, U. Maine, Orono

Charles is presently employed by Ernst & Ernst
of Boston, a firm of public accountants. Their
address is 420 Beacon Street. Richard and Carol
(Davidson) Jack’s address is: Tall Trees, Wappingers Falls, N. Y. Dick is employed by the
Texaco Research Center. Recently married were
Jack and Deanne (Chapman) Lynn. Dee and Jack
are living in Portland where Dee is teaching. Wil
liam and Winnefred (Mosher) Cockburn have
made their homee in Brunswick where both are
teaching. Winnie is teaching in the Junior High
School and her husband is teaching and coaching
at the Senior High School.
Leland and Evelyn (Ingalls) Hall are in York,
Pa. Leland is now working with the Glatfelter
Paper Company of Spring Grove, Pa. Their ad
dress is 21 Latimer Street. Living in Bangor are
Steve and Patricia (Weed) Dice. Steve has re
turned to the University to study for his master’s
degree. In Pittsfield are Verge (’59) and Janet
(Fletcher) Forbes. They are teaching at the Maine
Central Institute where Janet is teaching French
and Verge is director of physical education. Wil
liam (’59) and Judy (Maden) Pickard are living
at 204 Dutcher St. in Waltham, Mass. Bill is
working as a research engineer with the Mutual
Boiler and Machinery Co. One of the many
August Weddings was that of Glenn and Sherry
(Webster) Walkup. Glenn and Sherry are now
living in Schenectady, N. Y.
Christmas will be here before you know it. May
I suggest that you put me on your Christmas Card
List and along with the ‘‘Best Wishes for the
Holiday” drop me a note with any news of in
terest which you might have. I would appreciate
hearing from anyone and everyone.

MAINE MINERAL DISPLAYS
Visitors Welcome all the year
GEM CUTTING, Special order jewels, Maine
Tourmalines, Fine and rare gems and diamonds
for Collectors or engagement purposes.
PERHAM’S MAINE MINERAL STORE
Rt. 26 at Trap Corner, West Paris, Maine.
—(inexpensive or expensive items)—

From New York Life's yearbook of successful insurance career men!

BOB JENKINS—basketball
ace finds sports help him
score high in insurance!
Sports lover Bob Jenkins has devoted a lot of his time
and energy to basketball. After playing the game at
college, he became a high school coach—still plays in
independent games from time to time.
Bob gives credit to sports for many contacts that have
helped him compile a notable record as a New York
Life Agent. Bob has already found out for himself that
his future career and earnings are limited only by his
own ambition and industry. On the basis of his per
formance to date, Bob can look forward to many
satisfying and profitable years.
Perhaps you or someone you know would like more
information about a career of this kind with New
York Life. If so, write:

ROBERT J
JENKINS
New York Lift
representative
at the
Butte, Montana
General Office

Member
Elks; Heart

N ew Y o rk L if e
I n s u r a n c e (nylic) C o m p a n y
College Relations, Dept. C-25
51 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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S p e c ia l l

While they last

Regular University Playing Cards
G o ld or Silver W ith D ark Blue
M a in e Seal
N o w -S in g le Pack
Double Pack $1.65

Excellent Christmas Gift

Something N e w in a Stein

English Pewter Tankard
1 pint Size

$10.95

Ready for Christmas Delivery

The University Store

to
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Family Security begins with a
Merrill Trust “ESTATE PLAN”
i

■ When you establish an Estate Plan at Merrill Trust
Company, your family enjoys sound, uninterrupted
management of property, securities, life insurance
proceeds, business ownership ■ Make sure your plans
for your family will be completed ■ Make an appoint
ment with your attorney and The Merrill Trust
Company’s experienced Trust Officers ■ Do it this
week.
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MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Serving E astern Maine:

b a n g o r • B e l f a s t • b u c k s p o r t • Ca l a is • d e x t e r • d o v e r -f o x c r o f t • e a s t p o r t
JONESPORT • MACHIAS ■ MILO • OLD TOWN • ORONO • SEARSPORT • WOODLAND
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C O P Y R IG H T 1 9 4 9 , T H E C A N A L N A T I O N A L B A N K OF P O R T L A N D , M A I N E

Until after the Revolution, social distinctions in Portland followed the
pattern established in England. “The Quality” were ministers, judges, gov
ernors, and those persons of wealth who had large landholdings. Their houses
were larger and finer, and they had slaves or indentured servants to perform
household tasks and work in the fields. Their clothes were mostly imported
from England, as were household furnishings. W illis says that the cocked
hat, the bush wig and the red cloak were envied marks of distinction in
early Portland.

The trappings of social rank were always donned by “ The Quality” for
social occasions, with elaborately curled and powdered wigs to top off the
display. At business, more serviceable clothes and plain queue wigs were
Worn.
The wigs were as expensive as the clothes and had to be replaced about
as often. Portland’s own Parson Smith wrote: “August, 1765, had a new wig
and clothes.” Again, in 1769: “ . . . another rich wig, and hat.” Mr.
Deane's famous diary tells us that in 1766 a wig cost sixteen pounds, seven
teen shillings and sixpence.

Men’s coats were made with long cuffs reaching to the elbows, and low
collars. They were long and full-skirted, fastened with brass or silver but
tons. Elaborately embroidered vests had long pocket flaps, also embroidered.
Linen shirts had either linen or fine lace ruffles at throat and wrists. Buck
skin breeches, or scarlet breeches, had brass or silver knee buckles. Low,
square-toed shoes and silken or ribbed hose completed the costume. Face
masks were carried in winter for protection against wind and cold, by women
and the younger dandies.

M en's and even children's heads were shaved to accommodate the heavy
wigs. For comfort's sake, at night, and when at home, the wigs were re
moved and turbans of silk or wool substituted, to protect shaven heads from
drafts — which explains why contemporary portraits always show men with
either a wig, turban or hat covering the head.
An interesting note is that in 1771 three silversmiths, Paul Little, John
Butler and Joseph Ingraham, were busy in Portland making knee and shoe
buckles and brass buttons.
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Portland

188 Middle Street
14 Congress Square
Pine Tree Shopping Center
337 Forest Avenue
North Gate Shopping Cent€
Monument Square (449 Congress Street)
Saco
Yarmouth
Gorham
180 Main Street
93 Main Street
5 Main Street
N
South Portland
Old Orchard Beach
41 Thomas Street
Veterans’ Square
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
V &
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Orono,’ Maine
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